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SYNTHESIS AND SPECTROSCOPY OF COMPOSITE SEMICONDUCTOR 

NANOMATERIALS 

Robert C. Fitzmorris 

 

Abstract 

Semiconductor nanostructures, also known as quantum dots (QDs), have 

shown great promise as optical materials in solar cells, light emitting devices, and as 

fluorescent probes.  When combined with other materials, the properties of QDs can 

be modified to suit a particular application.  QD heterostructures were synthesized 

and investigated using time resolved spectroscopy in order to understand how to 

control the fate of excitons.  A one pot approach to the synthesis of CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS 

core/shell/shell QDs was developed, and the shell growth was shown to be an 

effective means of extending the exciton lifetime and increasing fluorescence 

quantum yield.  Both the extended lifetime and increased fluorescence were attributed 

to passivation of surface states by the double shell.  Furthermore, this approach was 

adapted to alloyed CdxZn(1-x)Se QDs to produce CdxZn(1-x)Se/ZnSe/ZnS alloyed 

core/shell/shell QDs with high fluorescence quantum yield.  Transient absorption 

spectroscopy showed that the shell coating slowed exciton recombination on the ps 

timescale by passivating surface states.  Time resolved fluorescence revealed 

identical ns dynamics before and after shell growth, this was attributed to very fast 

surface state recombination that can is complete within a nanosecond.  In addition, 

homogenous CdSe/TiO2 composite nanorods and pure CdSe nanorods were grown 
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using physical vapor deposition. SEM images showed that the CdSe and CdSe/TiO2 

nanorod arrays are vertically aligned, with very similar morphology.  Ultrafast 

transient absorption spectroscopy showed that the composite nanorods exhibit very 

fast electron injection from CdSe into TiO2.  The fast electron injection is due to the 

large interfacial area between the two materials in the composite nanorods.  
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Chapter 1: Recent Advances in Metal Oxide-Based Photoelectrochemical 

Hydrogen Production 

 

Abstract:   

Hydrogen gas has many scientific and industrial uses in oil refining, production of 

ammonia for fertilizers, and as a feedstock for the synthesis of organic molecules.  

Hydrogen is also an attractive fuel with a very high energy density.  Hydrogen can be 

combined with oxygen in a fuel cell to produce electricity with water as the only 

byproduct. Currently, most hydrogen is produced from natural gas in a process that 

releases CO2, negating the environmental benefit of using hydrogen as a fuel.  

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) hydrogen production is a technique that utilizes a 

semiconductor photoanode to absorb solar energy and uses it to produce hydrogen 

from water without carbon emissions.  Metal oxides (MOs) are attractive 

semiconductor materials for PEC because of their stability, low cost, and high 

abundance but they have a limited ability to absorb visible light and/or transport the 

resulting charge carriers.  Visible light absorption has been increased by combining 

MOs with smaller band gap materials such as quantum dots (QDs) which can absorb 

light and inject electrons into the metal oxide.  Many factors affect the performance 

of QD sensitized metal oxides including the size and shape of the materials, band 

positions, and method of attaching the QDs.  Other methods of improving the visible 

light absorption of MOs include attaching metal nanoparticles to the MO surface and 
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doping MOs to reduce the band gap.  Doping a MO can also increase the visible light 

absorption by narrowing the band gap.  Photoexcited electrons and holes are created 

in the semiconductor which must be transported to the cathode and 

photoanode/electrolyte interface, respectively.  Anion doping, replacing O
2- 

ions in 

the MOs with N
3- 

or C
4-

, can improve charge transport and PEC performance by 

creating oxygen vacancies.  A special case of doping, hydrogen treatment, has been 

shown to be a versatile method of improving PEC efficiency in MOs by creating 

oxygen vacancies without introducing another atom; however, further studies are 

needed to fully understand the chemical nature of these vacancies.  Each of these 

methods of improving the efficiency of MO-based PEC can be effective on their own 

but photoanodes incorporating several of these strategies have also been 

demonstrated.  For example, the use of nitrogen doping and quantum dot sensitization 

to improve the performance of TiO2 thin films and nanowire arrays demonstrated that 

the combination of QD sensitization and nitrogen doping improved the performance 

more than either strategy alone.  Understanding how these modifications improve 

PEC performance of MOs is of great importance for engineering high performance 

photoanodes.  Recently, time resolved spectroscopy has been used to track the 

recombination of excitons in PEC photoanodes to investigate the effect of doping on 

exciton lifetimes and to determine the rate of injection from QDs into MOs.  In 

summary, the limitations of pure MOs as PEC photoanodes can be overcome through 

careful design of the film morphology, using QD sensitization to absorb more of the 

solar spectrum and doping the MO to improve charge transport.  
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1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Motivation 

 Energy is being consumed by human beings at an ever increasing rate with no 

end in sight.  Several factors are contributing to increased consumption including 

population growth, rising consumerism in developing countries, and increased 

dependence on electronics.  The main sources of energy utilized worldwide are fossil 

fuels (coal, petroleum, and natural gas), nuclear energy, hydroelectric, wind, 

geothermal, and solar.  Due to the finite amount of fossil and nuclear fuel that can be 

harvested from the earth, it is important to develop an energy economy based off of 

renewable sources of energy which will not be depleted over time.
1
  Each form of 

renewable energy has advantages and drawbacks that require a diverse mix of the 

different energy sources.
2
 

 One of the greatest challenges facing many renewable forms of energy is that 

they are not available on demand the way fossil fuels are.  Times of high energy 

demand are not always times of high energy availability even in places where 

renewable energy sources, such as wind and sunlight, are plentiful.  Because of these 

limitations, energy must be stored between times of high energy harvesting and times 

of high demand.  Many methods for energy storage have been developed including 

flywheels, electrochemical storage (battery banks), and energy storage molecules.
3-4

  

The most widely studied energy storage molecule is hydrogen gas.  Molecular 

hydrogen has a high energy density and it is made from the most abundant element in 
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the universe.  Molecular hydrogen can be made using electricity through the 

electrolysis of water and then recombined with oxygen in an internal combustion 

engine or under more controlled conditions in a fuel cell to produce electricity.
5
  

Water splitting can be accomplished using any form of energy
6
 but 

photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is the preferred method because it directly 

splits water using sunlight as the only energy input.  This method of energy 

conversion is especially attractive in places such as tropical islands where sunlight 

and saltwater are plentiful and fossil fuels must be imported.   

1.1.2 Description of PEC Hydrogen Generation 

 The basic principles behind PEC water splitting are straight-forward, a 

photoanode consisting of a semiconductor film on a conductive substrate is 

submerged in electrolyte solution and illuminated with sunlight.  Photons are 

absorbed by the semiconductor producing electron-hole pairs, the holes migrate to the 

semiconductor electrolyte interface and electrons move to the conductive substrate 

and travel through the circuit to the cathode.  At the photoanode/electrolyte interface 

the holes react with water molecules to produce oxygen gas in what is called the 

oxygen evolution reaction (OER), which is usually the rate limiting step in water 

splitting.  At the cathode, usually a platinum wire, electrons react with protons from 

the electrolyte solution to produce molecular hydrogen.  In some cases the cathode 

and anode are submerged in different electrolyte solutions which are separated by a 
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membrane, this also allows the hydrogen gas to be collected separate from the 

oxygen. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a typical PEC apparatus.
7
  

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of a PEC cell with an energy level 

diagram. 

Diagram showing the movement of electrons through a PEC cell.  

Ef1 is the Fermi level of the photoanode, Ef2 is the Fermi level of 

the cathode, ECB the energy of the CB edge, EV the energy of the 

valence band edge, eUa and eUc are the overpotentials of the anode 

and cathode, R resistance, e- electron, h+ hole, Φ1 and Φ2 are the 

work functions of the anode and cathode materials respectively, 

Ufb flat band potential, EB potential energy related to the bias, VB 

surface energy related to band bending, EH+/H2
·  energy of the redox 

couple H
+
/H2

·
  , EO2/H2O energy of the redox couple O2/H2O, h 

Planck’s constant, e charge of an electron, and ν frequency.  

Electrons in the valence band of the (n-type) semiconductor are 

excited to the CB with photons of equal or greater energy than the 

band gap of the semiconductor.  The electron leaves a hole in its 

place which migrates to the semiconductor/electrolyte interface 

and reacts with water to form oxygen.  The excited electron 

migrates to the conductive substrate, into the circuit and to the 

cathode where it reacts with protons to form molecular hydrogen. 
 

To compete with other sources of energy, PEC hydrogen production must be 

efficient.  The largest loss of energy in PEC is due to solar photons not being 
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absorbed by the semiconductor photoanode, for maximum efficiency the photoanode 

must absorb strongly in the visible region.  The energy harvested from the light that is 

absorbed, or internal efficiency, is limited by several types of recombination 

summarized in figure 2.  After absorbing solar photons, the electrons and holes 

created must relax to the band edges of the semiconductor forming an exciton and 

they lose some energy as heat in the process.  Once at the band edges the exciton may 

recombine, either radiatively or non-radiatively.  Non-radiative recombination often 

occurs through trap states which are introduced by defects in the crystal structure, 

dopant atoms, or dangling bonds on the crystal surface.  Charge carrier recombination 

is a major source of energy loss in PEC.  Improving the efficiency of hydrogen 

production requires the development of materials which maximize solar light 

absorption and minimize charge carrier recombination. 

 

Figure 1.2: Possible fates of excitons in a semiconductor. 

Diagram showing the journey of charge carriers in a 

semiconductor nanoparticle.  Blue arrow represents absorption of 

light with energy greater than the band gap energy.  Red arrows 
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show intraband relaxation, carrier trapping and carrier 

recombination.  Green arrows show separation of charge carriers.  

In a PEC photoanode the holes migrate to the electrolyte interface 

to react with water or a hole scavenger, the excited electrons go to 

the cathode to reduce protons to molecular hydrogen.   
 

1.2 Materials for PEC Hydrogen Production 

In 1972 Fujishima and Honda published their groundbreaking paper which 

first described PEC water splitting using a TiO2 film as the photoanode.
8
  In the forty 

years since its discovery there have been thousands of publications on this topic but 

industrial hydrogen production continues to be dominated by another more 

economical process: the steam reformation of methane (which releases CO2 as a 

byproduct).  In order for PEC to become economically feasible, a photoanode 

material must be developed which is inexpensive, abundant, and efficient at splitting 

water using solar radiation.  The focus of recent PEC research has been on developing 

photoanode materials that meet these criteria. 

1.2.1 Metal Oxides for PEC Water Splitting 

Metal oxides are inexpensive, abundant materials that are stable in light, air, 

and water.  The metal oxides which have shown promise for water splitting fall into 

one of two groups: either they have a wide band gap and can only absorb UV light 

but can split water without an applied potential; or, they have a narrower band gap so 

they absorb visible light but require an external potential to split water.  TiO2 and 

ZnO have band positions which straddle the oxidation and reduction potentials for 

water splitting and therefore fall into the first group.  The second group consists of α-
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Fe2O3 and WO3 which are in the second group.  These visible light absorbing MOs 

also suffer from poor stability in certain electrolytes.  One advantage that all of these 

MOs share is low cost and high availability. 

1.2.1.1 TiO2 

 TiO2 was the first material used for PEC water splitting and continues to be a 

focus of PEC research forty years later.
9
  TiO2 is a white crystalline material that can 

be made in solution from reactive precursors such as titanium isopropoxide
10

 or by 

electrochemical oxidation of titanium metal.
11

  The two common crystal structures of 

TiO2 are rutile and anatase which have slightly different band-gap energies and 

electrochemical properties.  Different preparation methods will yield anatase, rutile, 

or a mixture of the two structures.  The main advantages of TiO2 as a PEC 

photoanode material are its ability to separate and transport charges, particularly 

electrons, efficiently.  Another advantage is its stability in electrolyte solutions with a 

wide pH range, even under illumination.  The large difference in electronegativity 

between titanium and oxygen cause the valence band which has mostly O 2p 

character to be of much lower energy than the unoccupied conduction band (CB) 

states which have mostly titanium d character.
12-13

  The wide band-gap of TiO2 limits 

it to absorbing the highest energy solar photons which make up only about 3% of the 

overall spectrum.  The highest reported PEC solar to hydrogen efficiency for a pure 

TiO2 photanode was 1.1%.
14

  Time resolved spectroscopy has been used to study the 

exciton dynamics of TiO2 to better understand the sources of additional loss due to 
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charge carrier recombination within the material.
9, 15-16

  Efforts to improve the PEC 

efficiency have focused on increasing visible light absorption through doping or 

combining TiO2 with other narrow band-gap materials.   

1.2.1.2 ZnO 

 ZnO, a direct wide band-gap semiconductor (3.37 eV), has been intensely 

investigated for use in PEC applications.
17-19

  ZnO suffers from the same solar 

absorption issue as TiO2 but has an advantage of higher electron mobility.
20

  ZnO has 

responded well to sensitization with dyes and quantum dots for solar cells.
21

   ZnO 

not stable in as wide a pH range as TiO2, it must be studied in solutions with 

relatively neutral pH.  ZnO nanoparticles are often fluorescent due to defect states in 

the crystal lattice.  This fluorescence must be minimized in a PEC cell because it 

results in lost electron hole pairs.  This fluorescence permits the use of time resolved 

fluorescence as an additional technique for studying exciton dynamics in ZnO 

photoanodes.
16, 22-25

 

1.2.1.3 Hematite (α-Fe2O3) 

 Hematite (α-Fe2O3) has recently garnered a great deal of attention in PEC 

research as some breakthroughs have been made in its performance.
26-27

  Hematite is 

extremely abundant; it is more commonly known as rust and forms spontaneously on 

iron metal in the presence of salt water.  The red color of hematite is what makes it 

attractive for PEC.  Hematite has a band-gap of 2.2 eV which allows it to absorb 16% 

of the solar spectrum.  Compared to ZnO and TiO2, the improved bandgap for solar 
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light harvesting makes hematite attractive among the MOs but in practice the PEC 

efficiency lags behind those materials considerably.  Although hematite is the most 

stable form of iron oxide at room temperature, it is not stable in acidic solutions so 

1M NaOH is typically used as the electrolyte.  Hematite has a CB energy below the 

reduction potential of hydrogen ion so applying an external potential is necessary to 

boost the energy of the excited electrons in the CB of Fe2O3 to allow the reaction to 

occur.  Hematite also suffers from very low conductivity which limits the collection 

of excited electrons.
27-28

  The lifetime of excitons are very short in hematite,
26, 29

 if the 

electrons are not shuttled to the back contact quickly they will recombine with holes.  

In order to mitigate this high rate of exciton recombination, thin films of hematite can 

be deposited on a supporting structure with higher carrier mobility.
30-31

  Alternatively, 

dopant atoms can be incorporated into hematite to increase conductivity.  

1.2.1.4 WO3 

Tungsten oxide, WO3, is a material with properties intermediate between 

hematite and the wide band-gap MOs.   WO3 has a band-gap of 2.6 eV which allows it 

to absorb a small amount of visible light and makes it appear green in color.  WO3 

also requires an external potential in order to reduce hydrogen ions at the counter 

electrode but it has higher electron mobility than hematite.
30

   

 Photoanodes of hematite or WO3 are studied with the required externally 

applied potential provided by a potentiostat, or electrochemical work station.  For 

practical applications of these materials as PEC photoanodes the external potential 
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would likely be applied by a photovoltaic PV cell.  Different combinations of PV 

cells with PEC electrodes have been demonstrated that can be effective for water 

splitting.
32

  Silicon PV cells or dye sensitized solar cells can work in tandem with a 

hematite or WO3 photoanode, absorbing the red light that is of insufficient energy to 

be absorbed by the photoanode.   

1.2.2 Composite Materials for PEC Water Splitting 

 The metal oxides introduced have advantages and drawbacks which have 

prompted solutions to overcome these problem through the incorporation of a second 

or multiple materials together to exploit the advantages of each.  It has proved too 

difficult to create a photoanode of a single material which can absorb visible light, 

efficiently separate charges, and transport charges.  A more effective method is to use 

different materials for each of these purposes.  

 In designing a composite photoanode for PEC, it is important to consider the 

band positions of the semiconductors involved; this is often referred to as band-gap 

engineering.  In band-gap engineering the goal is to deposit multiple materials with 

different electronic energy levels to promote transport of electrons from the 

electrolyte interface to the back contact and promote transport of holes to the 

electrolyte interface.  A band diagram can often be helpful in visualizing this 

movement of charge carriers through the electronic levels of multiple materials.  It is 

also important to consider how each of the materials will interact with the incident 

light in order to utilize the maximum number of solar photons.  
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 The most common type of composite photoanode is one that combines a wide 

band-gap semiconductor, such as TiO2 or ZnO, with a narrow band-gap 

semiconductor that can absorb visible light.  A layered structure can be made by first 

depositing a film of the wide band-gap material followed by a layer of the narrow 

band-gap material.  The narrow band gap material must have a CB energy higher than 

that of the wide band gap material in order to promote electron injection across the 

interface into the wide band gap material.  The photogenerated holes in valence band 

the small band gap material are therefore of higher energy than the valence band of 

the wide band gap material, preventing holes from moving from the small band gap 

material into the large band gap material.  The interface of the two materials serves as 

an electron-hole pair separator, segregating the electrons in the wide band gap 

material and holes in the small band gap material.   To improve the PEC efficiency of 

such a layered structure, the small band gap material can be engineered to maximize 

absorption of solar light, the wide band gap material engineered for improved charge 

transport, and the interface between the two materials engineered to maximize charge 

separation. 

1.2.2.1 Mixed Metal Oxides  

WO3 has been combined with TiO2 to produce mixed films
33

 as well as to 

form core/shell nanorod arrays.
34-35

  In one study nanorod arrays of quasi-core/shell 

TiO2/WO3 and WO3/TiO2 were compared,
34

  showing that WO3 as the core material 

had superior performance.  This was explained by considering the band positions of 
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the two materials where WO3 has lower valence and CB energies than TiO2.  Figure 3 

shows a diagram of the band positions of WO3 and TiO2 with arrows indicating the 

transfer of electrons and holes across the interface.  With TiO2 on the surface, 

electrons move down in energy to travel into the core and holes generated in WO3 

travel up in energy moving into TiO2.  This is the preferred arrangement where the 

band positions should be higher for the material in contact with the electrolyte.  In 

order to have efficient visible light absorption, it would be better to have a material 

with a narrow band-gap.  

 

Figure 1.3: Band diagram for TiO2/WO3 core/shell nanorods. 

Band diagram showing the band edge positions of TiO2 and WO3 

and the movement of electrons (red) and holes (blue) upon 

illumination with with UV light (top) and visible light (bottom).
34

  

The movement of charge carriers explains the superior water 

splitting performance of the WO3/TiO2 core/shell nanorod arrays. 

 

Mixed metal oxides of WO3 and Fe2O3 have also shown promise for water 

splitting.  A comparison of nanoparticle films composed of WO3, Fe2O3, and layered 

Fe2O3/WO3 showed that the layered structure outperformed the single material 
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photoanodes.
31

  The increased performance was attributed to separation of charge 

carriers.  Hematite absorbs visible light but has very poor conductivity which has 

prompted recent attempts to support iron oxide on different host materials.  The 

Gratzel group has become a leader over the last decade in efforts to improve the PEC 

properties of hematite and one strategy they used was employing WO3 as a 

supporting material for hematite nanoparticles.
30

  The rough morphology of the WO3 

support allowed for significant absorption with a very thin layer of hematite.  The 

WO3 scaffold also improved charge separation, increasing the absorbed photon to 

current conversion efficiency (APCE) of Fe2O3 at 565 nm from 5.7% for Fe2O3 alone 

to 8% when supported on the WO3 scaffold. 

1.2.2.2 Quantum Dot Sensitization 

 Quantum dots (QDs) are direct band-gap semiconductor nanocrystals which 

exhibit size dependent bandgap energy.  The ability to achieve desired band-gap 

energies by changing the size of the QDs makes these materials very attractive for 

applications in solar energy conversion.  The high absorption coefficient of QDs 

allows them to absorb a great deal of visible light with even a very thin layer of QDs 

on the MO.  This arrangement of QDs on a MO scaffold is often called QD 

sensitization.  The most common quantum dot materials used for PEC applications 

are CdS, CdSe and CdTe because they all absorb in the visible range.  Supporting 

these QDs on MOs such as ZnO or TiO2 promotes charge separation with the 

electrons moving from the QD into the MO and holes moving from the MO into the 
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QD.  Once the charges are separated in this manner there is an energy barrier for them 

to move back across the interface thereby decreasing the probability of 

recombination. 

Quantum dot sensitization was inspired by the development of the dye 

sensitized solar cell by Dr. Michael Gratzel which uses molecular dyes to absorb 

visible light and inject electrons into a metal oxide support.
36-37

  Replacing molecular 

dyes with quantum dots in solar cells was a logical extension of this work because 

quantum dots have several advantages over dyes including tunable band-gaps and 

improved photostability; however, early attempts to use QDs for water splitting were 

challenging due to their poor stability in electrolyte solutions. 

 The poor stability of QDs in aqueous solutions is due to their valence band 

position being higher in energy than the potential for the oxygen evolution reaction.  

To prevent oxidative damage to the QDs a source of electrons must be provided in the 

electrolyte to react with the high energy holes in the QD valence band.  A popular 

hole scavenging electrolyte is a mixture of  S
2-

 and SO3
2-

 which replaces the oxygen 

evolution reaction as the reaction at the photoanode while allowing the hydrogen 

reduction reaction to proceed at the cathode.
38-39

  Since complete water splitting is not 

accomplished when using a hole scavenging electrolyte, it is instead called PEC 

hydrogen generation.  Due to the additional requirements of a hole scavenging 

electrolyte, PEC hydrogen generation using QDs must achieve an even higher 
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efficiency to become economically competitive with current hydrogen production 

methods. 

 Quantum dot sensitization is very sensitive to the method of attaching the QDs 

to the MO.  QDs are typically made in organic solvents and are coated in a monolayer 

of inorganic capping ligands that aide in both the synthesis and in maintaining 

solubility in non-polar solvents.  One of the simplest methods of adding QDs to the 

MO surface is by drop casting or spin coating the QD solution onto the MO film.  

Using this method, QD films of varying thicknesses can be prepared but there is the 

disadvantage of having insulating capping ligands surrounding the QDs which inhibit 

charge injection.  Annealing the films to remove organic ligands can improve 

electrical contact between QDs and the MO film but this must be done in inert 

atmosphere to prevent oxidizing the QD surface and the temperature must be 

controlled to prevent melting the QDs together and losing the size dependent 

properties.   

Another popular method of QD attachment is to use a bifunctional linker 

molecule where one end of the molecule has an affinity for the MO surface (often a 

carboxylic acid group) and the other end has an affinity for the QD surface (usually a 

thiol group).  This type of attachment usually results in a monolayer of the QDs 

which maximizes the charge injection from the excited QDs but will not absorb all 

available photons.  Studies have also investigated the use of different linker 

molecules and have found that shorter linkers perform better.
40-41
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QD sensitized metal oxides have been studied extensively using time resolved 

spectroscopy and these studies have aided in the development of more efficient PEC 

photoanodes.  Many of these studies have investigated the dynamics of QDs with and 

without the presence of a metal oxide in order to determine the rate of electron 

injection from the QD into the MO.  Dynamics studies of QD sensitized MOs began 

with coupled systems where the QD and MO were connected via a bifunctional linker 

molecule but still suspended in solution.
42-43

  By choosing a pump wavelength that 

would only excite the QD, these studies showed that the exciton lifetime of the QD 

was much shorter in the presence of a MO because of electron transfer from the CB 

of the QD into the CB of the MO.  By comparing the excited state lifetime of the 

isolated QDs (τQD) to the lifetime of the QD in the presence of a MO (τQD,MO)the 

electron transfer rate can be estimated using equation 1: 

         (1)                                                                                

  The drawback to studying the coupled colloidal system is that it is not 

equivalent to having the QD attached to MO electrode.  One advantage of this 

colloidal coupling method is that the colloidal solutions often retain their fluorescence 

which allows the study of ns dynamics by time resolved fluorescence.  Studying the 

exciton dynamics of QDs attached to a MO film using a molecular linker allows the 

researcher to relate the dynamics to the performance of the film as a PEC electrode.
44

  

Determining the electron injection rate of QD sensitized films requires a control 

experiment of QDs where injection is not possible.  Typically these control samples 
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consist of a QD sensitized insulator such as ZrO2
45

 or SiO2
46

 which have similar 

dielectric constants but a much higher CB energies which prevent electron injection 

from the QDs.    

Efforts have been made to further improve the efficiency of charge injection 

from QDs into MOs by increasing the interfacial area between the two materials.  

Even with no capping ligands separating a QD from a film, the spherical shape of the 

QD dictates that it will contact the film at a single point.  Chemical bath deposition is 

a method of growing QDs directly onto a film in order to maximize their electronic 

coupling.  This method has been found to be very effective for sensitizing MOs such 

as TiO2 with QDs of CdSe,
47

 CdS
45, 48

 and CdTe.
49

  Atomic layer deposition is 

another method used to controllably coat thin layers of CdS onto TiO2 nanotubes 

without using linker molecules.
50-51

  Physical vapor deposition has also been used to 

create CdSe/TiO2 homogenous nanorod arrays..
52-53

  Each of these methods of 

growing QDs directly onto MOs has disadvantages because the QD growth is difficult 

to control and preparing equivalent control experiments without the MO can be 

difficult. 

Time resolved studies comparing TiO2 films sensitized with QDs using a 

molecular linker or through direct attachment showed that the direct attachment 

method achieved higher photocurrent and exhibited a faster charge injection rate in 

the dynamic studies.
40, 54

  Chemical bath deposition has become a very popular choice 
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for sensitizing metal oxides for PEC hydrogen production as well as for fundamental 

time resolved studies.
45

 

The fast electron injection obtained from studies of chemical bath deposition 

of QDs on MOs has inspired new deposition techniques that maximize interfacial 

area.  Physical vapor co-deposition was used to grow nanorod arrays that consisted of 

homogenous mixtures of CdSe and TiO2.
52

  The co-deposited nanorod arrays exhibit 

higher efficiency for hydrogen generation than either pure CdSe or pure TiO2 nanorod 

arrays made in the same way.  Figure 4 shows plots of the recovery of the first 

exciton bleach feature for CdSe nanorods and CdSe/TiO2 composite nanorods, as well 

as a diagram showing the relative band positions of CdSe and TiO2.  The exciton 

lifetime of the CdSe nanorod array was compared to that of the codeposited sample 

and the resulting charge injection rate was 1.7×10
7 

s
-1

, one of the highest values 

reported in the literature.  This very fast injection rate was attributed the strong 

electronic coupling between CdSe and TiO2 in the homogenous nanorods.   

 

Figure 1.4: Ultrafast transient absorption of CdSe/TiO2 nanorod 

arrays. 
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Time traces from reference
52

 showing the recovery of the CdSe 

transient bleach feature and a band diagram showing the relative 

band positions of CdSe and TiO2.  In the presence of TiO2 the 

bleach feature recovers much faster.  The band diagram to the right 

shows the excitation of CdSe by visible light, electrons and holes 

relaxing to the band edge and electrons being injected from CdSe 

into TiO2.  The electron transfer rate, ket, is very fast due to the 

strong electronic coupling between the two materials. 

 

The optimal sized CdSe QD to use as a sensitizer is an interesting question 

that has been investigated using time resolved methods.  Robel et al. compared the 

injection rate as a function of QD size for CdSe QDs attached to TiO2 porous films 

using mercaptopropionic acid as a linker.
55

  They found that with increasing size the 

QDs had a decreasing injection rate; they concluded that the larger CdSe QDs have 

lower CB energy, closer to the CB energy of TiO2, and therefore a lower driving 

force for electron injection.  The Kamat group continued their investigation of the 

importance of this driving force by determining the charge injection rate from CdSe 

QDs of various sizes into MOs with different CB energies.
46

  They investigated three 

common metal oxides (ZnO, TiO2, and SnO2) and found that the injection was the 

slowest for ZnO and the fastest for SnO2. This trend follows their previous results 

showing that a QD with a higher CB energy than the MO drives electron injection 

across the MO-QD interface. 

To optimize charge injection into a MO a QD should have good electrical 

contact with the MO which limits deposition to a monolayer of QDs.  To achieve the 

optimal CB position for charge injection these QDs should also be quantum confined, 

making them very small.  A monolayer of very small QDs will not be able to absorb 
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light efficiently so researchers have looked for ways to make large QDs that still have 

tunable band gaps.  Alloyed QDs have composition tunable band gaps that allow for 

tunability throughout the visible spectrum and allows larger crystal sizes.
56-58

  

Alloyed CdSeS QDs and quantum rods (QRs) have been grown directly onto TiO2 

nanowires using CVD and were compared to similar structures composed of CdS and 

CdSe.
59

  An SEM image of the CdSeS QRs on TiO2 nanowires are shown in figure 

5a.  The CdS QRs had more efficient charge injection than the CdSe QRs because the 

CB of CdS is of higher energy.  The narrow band gap of CdSe allowed the CdSe QR 

sensitized TiO2 to show photocurrent beyond 700 nm in IPCE (figure 5b) while the 

CdS sensitized TiO2 showed no photocurrent beyond 520 nm.  The CdSeS QRs 

showed intermediate behavior with photocurrent extending to 600 nm and 

intermediate IPCE efficiency.  Under white light illumination the alloyed QRs 

showed the highest photocurrent density of the samples studied (figure 5c). 
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Figure 1.5: TiO2 nanowires sensitized with CdSeS alloyed QRs. 

From reference
59

 (a)  SEM image of CdSeS rods grown on TiO2 

nanowires using CVD deposition, inset showing from left to right 

films of TiO2, CdS nanorods on TiO2, CdSe nanorods on TiO2 and 

CdSeS nanorods on TiO2.  (b)  IPCE plots for the sensitized 

samples showing that CdS has high efficiency but can only absorb 

wavelengths less than 520 nm, CdSe  can absorb all of the visible 

spectrum and CdSeS sensitized has high efficiency and 

intermediate visible light absorption extending to 600 nm.  (c)  

White light on/off scans showing the photocurrent density from the 

TiO2 films with different sensitizers.  (d)  Diagram showing the 

band positions of TiO2, CdS, CdSe and CdSeS alloy quantum dots.  

The CdSeS QDs were shown to have the optimal band positions 

for absorbing solar light and injecting charge into TiO2. 

 

1.2.2.3 Metal Nanoparticle Enhanced PEC 

(a) 

(d) (c) 

(b) 
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 One controversial strategy of enhancing the PEC performance of a MO 

photoanode is through the use of metal nanoparticles.  In the field of photocatalytic 

water splitting where suspended nanoparticles or nanoparticle films are used to 

perform the complete water splitting reaction without using a circuit, decorating the 

surface of the nanoparticle with either Au or Pt nanoparticles has been shown to 

improve the efficiency.
60-63

  Noble metals are typically chosen because they resist 

corrosion in aqueous solutions.  The improvement in photocatalytic activity was 

attributed to stabilizing photoexcited electrons on the MO nanoparticle surface, 

reducing the probability of exciton recombination, and catalyzing the hydrogen 

evolution reaction.  Based upon this mechanism it seems unlikely that metal 

nanoparticles would improve the efficiency of PEC water splitting where the excited 

electrons in the MO are transported to the back contact and the hydrogen evolution 

reaction occurs at a platinum cathode.  There is still much debate about how the metal 

nanoparticles enhance the PEC performance of MO photoanodes.   

 Metal nanoparticles exhibit very strong extinction of visible light due to the 

collective oscillation of electrons on the particle surface.  This surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) is material, shape, and size dependent.  Several studies have 

observed photocurrent at wavelengths corresponding to the SPR peak of AuNPs for 

TiO2 films with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) on the surface.
63-68

  Some studies have 

suggested that this enhancement may be due to charge injection from the metal 

nanoparticles, analogous to the enhancement seen from adsorbing dyes or quantum 

dots.
65

  This interpretation is problematic because the SPR is due to the collective 
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excitation of many electrons that does not increase the energy of any single electron 

significantly.  Some studies have attributed the increased performance to scattering 

from the AuNPs which causes improved absorption of these wavelengths.
69

  To 

maximize this scattering phenomenon it is advantageous to use AuNPs with 

diameters greater than 50 nm because at this size range scattering becomes dominant 

over absorption.
70

  An alternative mechanism has been suggested that attributes the 

increased photocurrent to an enhanced electric field near the gold nanocrystal 

surface.
71

  Localized electric field enhancement on the surface of metal nanoparticles 

has been thoroughly studied for application in surface enhanced raman scattering.
72

  

In a photoelectrochemical cell it is thought that the localized electric field on the 

nanoparticle surface can excite transitions in the MO which would otherwise absorb 

very weakly.  TiO2 often exhibits a very small, non-zero photocurrent in the green 

region of the spectrum (due defect related states) where gold exhibits an SPR peak for 

spherical particles and enhancing absorption of these green photons may result in the 

plasmonic enhancement seen for AuNPs on TiO2.   

 Other metal nanoparticle/MO combinations have been investigated for PEC 

water splitting, inspired by the positive results found for AuNP/TiO2 heterstructured 

photoanodes.  Nitrogen doped TiO2 photoanodes have been decorated with silver 

cubes with an average side length of 120 nm.
73

  The silver cubes were chosen because 

they exhibit a strong SPR in the wavelength range (400 nm – 500 nm) where nitrogen 

doping causes visible light photocurrent in TiO2.  The visible light photocurrent was 

enhanced by a factor of 10 with the addition of the nanocubes.  In a similar strategy, a 
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hybrid photoanode was designed to take advantage of the spectral overlap between 

the SPR of AuNPs and the band edge transition in hematite.
74

 Increased absorbance 

and PEC enhancement at the SPR wavelength were observed for AuNPs deposited on 

the surface of hematite platelets but AuNPs embedded in hematite thin films were 

found to decrease the performance of the photoanode because they act as 

recombination centers for electrons and holes in the film.  In another study, Au 

nanodisks of 50 nm and 100 nm diameter were lithographically deposited on hematite 

films of varying thicknesses. Schematic drawings of the gold nanodisks on hematite 

thin films are presented in figure 6b,c.  Gold nanodisks increased the absorption of 

the films at the SPR wavelength (figure 6c) and improved the IPCE at the SPR 

wavelength (figure 6d).  Improved PEC performance under white light was observed 

and the thinnest (25 nm) film with 50 nm diameter Au nanodisks showed the greatest 

enhancement (factor of 5).
75

  These studies provide evidence that the plasmonic 

enhancement is due to a combination of electric field enhancement and scattering. 
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Figure 1.6: Au nanodisks on hematite thin films. 

From reference 75.  (a) Schematic drawing of hematite thin film 

deposited on conductive glass.  Film thicknesses of 25 nm, 40 nm 

and 55 nm were compared. (b) Schematic of lithographically 

deposited Au nanodisks on hematite thin films.  Nanodisks were 

made with diameters of 50 nm and 100 nm.  (c)  Plots of the 

difference in exctinction spectrum (with gold nanodisks – without 

gold nanodisks) for films of different thicknesses with different 

diameter gold nanodisks.  (d) IPCE action difference spectra (IPCE 

with gold nanodisk – IPCE of hematite film) for three of the films 

showing enhancement of IPCE at the SPR wavelength of the gold 

nanodisks. 
 

 Time resolved spectroscopy may also have the potential to provide a 

better understanding of the enhanced photoelectrochemical behavior of noble metal 

decorated metal oxide films.  Cooper et al. investigated the dynamics of gold particles 

decorated on ZnO nanowires to determine if there was any change in the gold excited 

(c) 

(b) (d) 

(a) 
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state lifetime due to electron injection into ZnO.
76

  By comparing the lifetime of 

AuNPs on ZnO to the lifetime of AuNPs in water, no significant difference was found 

in the dynamics.  The excited state lifetime of ZnO also did not change with the 

addition of AuNPs.  These AuNP decorated ZnO did not show any PEC performance 

enhancement over pristine ZnO so it is unsurprising that there was no evidence of 

charge injection.  

Furube et al. conducted a study of AuNPs on TiO2 nanoparticle films.
77

  A 

550 nm pump pulse was used to excite AuNPs without exciting the TiO2 and a 

transient absorption signal was detected at 3500 nm.  Control experiments of N3 dye 

on TiO2 and AuNPs on ZrO2 were used to better understand the nature of the signal.  

The N3 dye is known to inject electrons into the CB of TiO2 from its extensive use as 

a sensitizer in solar cells and this electron injection can be monitored by transient 

absorption at 3500 nm.
78

  Comparison of the AuNP decorated and N3 dye sensitized 

samples showed that the rise in the transient absorption signal is much faster for the 

AuNP, it occurs within instrument response time of 240 fs.  No transient absorption 

signal at 3500 nm was observed for AuNP decorated ZrO2, proving that the signal 

observed in the AuNP decorated TiO2 is not from the AuNPs.  The authors concluded 

that hot electron injection from AuNPs into the CB of TiO2 was the source of the 

3500 nm transient absorption signal.  Subsequent work, also from the Tachiya group, 

showed that the transient signal decays faster for smaller TiO2 nanoparticles.
79
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The work of the Tachiya group showed that illuminating AuNP decorated 

TiO2 with 550 nm light results in electrons being promoted to the CB of TiO2, which 

presumably leads to photocurrent in a PEC photoelectrode.  Their findings did not 

conclusively show that electrons were injected from AuNPs into TiO2; an alternative 

explanation is that the AuNPs enhanced electric field causes increased absorption of 

550 nm light by TiO2.  To determine if the CB electrons originate in AuNPs or in 

TiO2, the excited state lifetime of the AuNP must be compared on TiO2 and on an 

insulator.  Charge injection from AuNPs into TiO2 would result in faster recovery of 

the bleach feature at the SPR wavelength for AuNPs.  Ideally, the transient bleach of 

the AuNP SPR near 550 nm and the 3500 nm TiO2 CB electron transient absorption 

feature should both be monitored to determine whether charge transfer is occurring 

across the AuNP/TiO2 interface. 

 

1.2.3 Nanostructured Photoanodes 

1.2.3.1 Nanoparticle Films 

One of the earliest advances in PEC water splitting was achieved by making 

photoanodes of nanocrystals instead of single crystal material.  Researchers found 

that by making nanoporous or mesoporous films of nanoparticles they could increase 

the efficiency of a PEC photoanode.
80

  The reason for the increase is that more active 

sites are available to do the oxygen evolution reaction and that the photoexcited hole 
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has a shorter path length to the electrolyte.  This allows a thicker film to be used in 

order to absorb more light.   

1.2.3.2 1-D Nanostructures 

One disadvantage of nanoporous films is the complicated path for electrons to 

reach the back contact, having to hop from particle to particle.  The solution to this 

issue of electron transport was solved with the advent of synthetic procedures for 1-D 

nanostructures.
19, 53, 81-82

  1-D nanostructures (nanorods, nanowires and nanotubes) 

can be grown vertically aligned on a substrate.  Excitons generated in these oriented 

1-D structures are generated near the electrolyte interface and holes are able to 

migrate there with decreased likelihood of recombination.  Excited electrons in a 1-D 

structure have a clear path to the back contact; this vectorial transport of electrons 

improves their collection efficiency.  A comparison of TiO2 films with different 

nanostructures showed that nanoporous films were more efficient than planar films 

and a nanotube array outperformed both the planar and nanoporous films.
83

  SEM 

images of the different film morphologies as well as plots of the photocurrent of each 

film are shown in figure 7.  In addition to the charge transport benefits of 1-D 

structures, they also have internal reflection properties that improve the efficiency 

with which they absorb solar radiation.  Additional shapes have been evaluated for 

PEC including dendritic or branched nanowires,
84

 cauliflower structures,
85

 and 2-D 

nanodisks.
86
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Figure 1.7: Comparison of nanoparticle, nanoporous and nanotube 

films for PEC. 

SEM images of TiO2 films from reference 83.  (a) nanotubes made 

using electrochemical methods (b) Side view of nanotube film (c) 

Nanoporous film (d) linear sweep voltammograms showing the 

improved photocurrent for nanoporous and nanotube films. 

 

Some materials have anisotropic electron conductivities and this must be 

considered when designing photoanodes from these materials.  An example of this is 

hematite which has much higher conductivity in the (001) direction than in crystal 

directions perpendicular to the (001) direction.
27

  For optimal performance, 1-D 

nanostructures should be grown in the direction with the highest conductivity. 
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1-D nanostructured photoanodes also have advantages for fabricating 

composite materials.  Previously we discussed how a layered structure, where a small 

band gap material is deposited on a wide band gap material (such as QD sensitized 

TiO2 or ZnO), promotes charge separation at the interface of the two materials.  An 

issue with this planar layered structure is that the narrow band-gap layer must be thin 

to maximize charge separation but a thin film will not absorb much visible light.  In 

order to maximize absorption and charge separation, a 1-D nanorod array of the wide 

band-gap material can be coated with a thin layer of the narrow band gap material to 

produce a core/shell structure that allows for higher loading of the visible light 

absorbing material.  1-D MO arrays are now commonly used in place of MO thin 

films for studies of QD sensitization for PEC.
50, 87

  

QD sensitization can also benefit from having the QDs themselves become 1-

D nanostructures.  Quantum rods (QRs) have been synthesized with absorption 

spectra that can be tuned by changing the diameter of the QR but are independent of 

the QR length.
88-90

  Because a QR contains more material than a QD of the same 

diameter, a monolayer of QRs would absorb more visible light when deposited on a 

MO surface.  To take this a step further, MO nanowire arrays have been sensitized 

with QDs and QRs to compare the efficiency.  Alloyed CdSeS QDs have been grown 

directly onto TiO2 nanowires using CVD and were compared to similar structures 

using CdS and CdSe.
59

  The QDs grew into quantum rods (QRs) on the tips of the 

nanowires and these nanorods were shown to be superior in performance to the QD 

seeds they grew from. 
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1.2.4 Doped Metal Oxides 

Nanoparticle films and 1-D nanostructures have increased surface area which 

can be advantageous for PEC applications.  Nanostructured photoanodes have 

advantages when it comes to synthetic procedures as well.  The high surface area to 

volume ratio facilitates post-synthesis treatments such as doping with chemical vapor 

deposition and annealing treatments.  In 1-D nanostructures in particular, the superior 

electron transport provided by the 1-D morphology can be further enhanced when the 

metal oxide is doped. 

 Doping is a versatile method for modifying the properties of a pure 

semiconductor material.  Dopants are foreign atoms that are introduced into a crystal 

lattice, typically at low concentrations.  Ionic compounds, such as MOs, can be doped 

with either anions or cations.  These foreign ions can be incorporated into the crystal 

structure in place of one of the host ions as a substitutional dopant, or the dopant ion 

can occupy space between the host atoms in what is called interstitial doping.  The 

purpose of adding dopants to the host material is to change the electronic structure of 

the material; this can lead to improved visible light absorption, conductivity, or 

electrochemical properties.  

Doping can be carried out during the growth of a material or as a post 

synthetic treatment.  Post synthetic doping has the advantage that materials made in 

the same way can be put through different doping treatments to determine the effect 

they have on the material; this provides ideal control samples.  Incorporating a dopant 
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into the synthetic procedure can sometimes interfere with the growth of the material, 

making it difficult to produce comparable control samples.  One of the most popular 

methods of doping is using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) to expose a premade 

film to a reactive source of the dopant atom in the gas phase at high temperature.  

Precursors include NH3 for N-doping and CO for C-doping.  CVD based doping is 

especially effective for 1-D nanostructures as the large surface area maximizes the 

interaction with the reactive dopant atoms. 

1.2.4.1 Doping Hematite 

Doping is effective at improving the PEC performance of Fe2O3 photoanodes.  

The strategy for doping Fe2O3 is different than the one employed for wide band-gap 

MOs.  Instead of narrowing the band-gap, the goal is to increase the electrical 

conductivity and extend the excited state lifetime to promote the separation and 

collection of charge carriers.  Both n and p-type dopants have both been employed to 

increase the electrical conductivity of hematite.
85, 91

  These efforts have shown 

promise and doping is now considered necessary to use hematite as a photoanode. 

Time resolved spectroscopy can be helpful in understanding the role of dopant 

states in promoting water splitting.  Early efforts to dope γ-Fe2O3 with Zn, Co, Cr, 

and Cu in an attempt to extend the excited state lifetime had no significant effect on 

the excited state lifetime.
29

  More recently, α- Fe2O3 (hematite) doped with Sn has 

been shown to have improved PEC photocurrent compared to pristine hematite.
91-93

  

Sn doped hematite formed by annealing hematite nanowires at 800°C on fluorine 
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doped tin oxide (FTO) substrates were investigated using ultrafast transient 

absorption spectroscopy.
91

  Both 1.1% Sn  and 9.9%  Sn doped hematite showed 

triple exponential decay with lifetimes of approximately 0.4 ps, 2.4 ps, and 70 ps but 

the sample with greater doping showed a faster overall decay with more 

recombination coming via the 0.4 ps and 2.4 ps decay pathway.  This shows that the 

improved PEC performance in Sn doping does not originate from extended lifetimes, 

but rather is attributed to increased electrical conductivity and increased donor 

density found from electrochemical measurements. 

1.2.4.2 Doping TiO2 and ZnO  

 Many studies have investigated the effect of doping wide band-gap materials 

such as TiO2 and ZnO in order to increase their absorption of visible light.  The ideal 

modification to the electronic structure of these wide band-gap materials would add 

states which raise the valence band energy, thus decreasing the band-gap of the 

material.  This can be accomplished by replacing a fraction of the oxygen atoms with 

less electronegative, but similar sized dopant atoms such as: carbon, sulfur, or 

nitrogen.  Annealing Ti metal in a hydrocarbon flame can produce carbon doped TiO2 

films with evidence of carbon incorporation provided by X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy.
94

  TiO2 nanotube arrays prepared through electrochemical anodization 

have also been carbon doped by annealing in an atmosphere of carbon monoxide.
83, 95

  

The result of either method was a reduction in the band-gap energy and visible light 

absorption.  X-ray diffraction data showed that the crystal structure was still rutile 
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TiO2 after doping with carbon which suggests that carbon is incorporated in place of 

oxygen in the crystal lattice.  Density functional theory has shown that replacing 

oxygen atoms with carbon narrows the band gap by increasing the density of states 

above the valence band.
96

  Replacing an O
2- 

ion with a C
4-

 ion would result in the 

creation of an oxygen vacancy in order to retain charge balance.  In a detailed review 

of the reports of the reports of carbon doped TiO2, Dr. A. B. Murphy claims that most 

of these reports are flawed and that there is no evidence that carbon doping is the 

cause of the visible photocurrent.  He instead attributes the visible absorption to the 

oxygen vacancy states introduced by annealing TiO2 in a reducing environment.
97

    

Nitrogen doping has also been accomplished in a similar way by either 

incorporating nitrogen during the synthesis or by annealing in ammonia gas.
98-101

  

Examples of this are N:TiO2 and N:ZnO where N
3-

 ion is inserted in the place of O
2-

 

in the crystal lattice and to maintain charge balance an oxygen vacancy is created.  

Theoretical calculations show that the oxygen vacancy creates new electronic states 

within the band-gap which may result in visible light absorption.
101

  

Further evidence of the importance of oxygen vacancies in doped ZnO or 

TiO2 comes from studies of sulfur doping.  Since sulfur, like carbon and nitrogen, is 

less electronegative than oxygen, replacing oxygen atoms with sulfur should narrow 

the band gap of the material but because sulfide ions are isoelectronic with O, an 

oxygen vacancy is not produced by doping.  Sulfur doped ZnO has strong visible 

fluorescence and faster charge carrier recombination compared to pristine ZnO.
102
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Sulfur doped TiO2 absorbs visible light but has been shown to have decreased PEC 

efficiency compared to pristine TiO2, probably due to trap state mediated non-

radiative recombination.
103

  Sulfur doped TiO2 has shown promise for 

photocatalysis.
104-105

  The improved efficiency for photocatalysis and decreased PEC 

efficiency implies that the sulfur doping decreases the electron mobility.  It is possible 

that nitrogen and carbon doping would have a similar effect if they did not lead to the 

creation of oxygen vacancies.   

1.2.4.3 Hydrogen Treatment 

To decouple the effect of anion doping from the creation of oxygen vacancies, 

MOs have been exposed to annealing treatments in either a vacuum or in reducing 

atmosphere to generate oxygen vacancies without adding dopants.  One versatile 

method for creating oxygen vacancies is hydrogen treatment where MO films are 

annealed in hydrogen gas.  Hydrogen treatment has been shown to improve the PEC 

performance of TiO2,
14

 ZnO,
76

 and WO3
106

.  The improved PEC performance is 

attributed to improved electron mobility and higher donor density due to VO.   

Hydrogen treatment causes TiO2 and ZnO to change color from white, to 

brown, to black with increasing treatment time.  The Mao group attributed the black 

color in hydrogenated TiO2 to disorder in the crystal.
107

  This type of disorder gives 

rise to band tails, a continuum of mid-gap defect states that can span from the valence 

to the conduction band.  Evidence of these tails in hydrogen treated TiO2 was found 
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by XPS.
107-108

  These closely spaced energy levels permit transitions throughout the 

visible and into the near-IR range which give rise to the color seen in these samples.   

Hydrogen treated TiO2 powders were used as photocatalysts for H2 generation 

and it was found that the catalysts produce an impressive 10 mmol H2 hour
-1

 g
-1

 under 

white light but only 0.2 mmol H2 hour
-1

 g
-1

 under visible light (>400 nm).
107

  

Similarly, hydrogen treated TiO2 nanowire arrays showed dramatically improved 

photocurrent compared to pristine TiO2, but IPCE measurements showed that the 

enhancement mostly occurs in the UV region.
14

 The IPCE in the UV region was 

almost 100% for the hydrogen treated samples, and the overall solar to hydrogen 

(STH) efficiency was 1.1%, the highest achieved for a TiO2 photoanode.   

Recently, co-treatment of TiO2 nanowire arrays with both hydrogen and 

ammonia have shown a synergistic effect.
109

  The IPCE of the co-treated sample 

showed photocurrent out to 570 nm, compared to 550 nm for ammonia treated and 

420 nm for hydrogen treated samples.  The visible (>420 nm) photocurrent made up 

41% of the overall white light photocurrent for the co-treated sample.  The authors 

attribute the improved photocurrent to the interactions between substitutional 

nitrogen, and Ti
3+

 states introduced from hydrogen treatment. 

1.2.4.4 QD Sensitized Doped Metal Oxides 

QD sensitization of TiO2 has been shown to have a synergistic effect when 

combined with nitrogen doping of TiO2.
99, 110

  This discovery highlights the 

importance of understanding the mechanism of enhancement between different 
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methods of improving MO PEC.  Nitrogen doping alone causes a slight increase in 

the PEC performance of TiO2 due to increased visible light absorption and 

conductivity.  CdSe QD sensitization dramatically improves the PEC performance, 

particularly in the visible region.  When these two strategies were combined the 

enhancement was greater than the sum of the enhancement obtained by either 

treatment alone.  The proposed model for this synergistic effect, shown schematically 

in figure 8, is that the new electronic states created in TiO2 above the valence band 

due to nitrogen doping allows the holes generated in the QD to be injected into TiO2 

rather than requiring them to be transferred to a sacrificial electrolyte.  This study 

provided further evidence that PEC performance can be enhanced through thoughtful 

band-gap engineering. 

 

Figure 1.8: Band diagram of CdSe sensitized nitrogen doped TiO2. 

From reference 110. Band diagram of CdSe QD sensitized nitrogen 

doped TiO2 where VB and CB are the valence and CB energies, 

the electronic states N0 are those theoretically introduced by 
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nitrogen doping and V0 are the energies of states introduced by 

oxygen vacancies.  In the proposed model, when CdSe and N:TiO2 

are excited by white light the visible light is absorbed by CdSe and 

the UV light (and some blue light) is absorbed by the N:TiO2.  

Excited electrons are injected into the CB of TiO2 and holes in 

CdSe can react with electrons in the oxygen vacancy states in 

TiO2.  This hole injection was used to explain the synergistic effect 

of combining CdSe QD sensitization and nitrogen doping on PEC 

performance. 

 

 A recent study compared the PEC efficiency of TiO2 nanowire arrays 

subjected to different post-synthetic treatments designed to introduce oxygen 

vacancies into the MO: vacuum annealing, hydrogen treatment, and nitrogen 

doping.
111

  All three methods were shown to increased donor density and solar to 

hydrogen conversion efficiency, although vacuum annealing was less effective than 

the other two methods.  The oxygen deficient TiO2 films did not produce 

photocurrent under visible light so CdS QD sensitization was used to extend the 

photocurrent into the visible region for the hydrogen treated TiO2.  Photocurrent 

density of 7.2 mA/cm
2
 were produced by combining the superior electron transport of 

oxygen deficient TiO2 nanowires with the efficient charge separation and improved 

light harvesting capabilities of QD sensitization.   

1.3 Conclusion 

 We have presented a review of recent advancements in metal oxide based 

photoelectrochemical water splitting and hydrogen production.  Significant progress 

has been made since the discovery of PEC water splitting 40 years ago and with the 

rising cost of fossil fuels water splitting is getting closer than ever to being a viable 
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alternative to the steam reformation of methanol.  Metal oxide PEC performance has 

been improved through doping, combining different metal oxides, sensitizing with 

QDs, decorating metal nanoparticles and through combinations of these methods.  

Time resolved spectroscopy has provided valuable insights into the sources of 

efficiency loss in PEC and the mechanisms by which efficiency is improved.  In spite 

of all these advances there is still a considerable amount of work to be done to 

explore new materials, geometries, combinations of materials and more work needs to 

be done to understand the fundamental science behind PEC. 
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Chapter 2: Synthesis and Structural, Optical, and Dynamic Properties of 

Core/Shell/Shell CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS Quantum Dots 

Abstract:  We have synthesized core/shell/shell (CSS) CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS quantum dots 

(QDs) and investigated their exciton dynamics using time correlated single photon 

counting (TCSPC).  The unique synthetic method combines hot injection with 

successive injection of precursors in one pot.  Transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) shows that CSS QDs were 6±2 nm in diameter.  The elemental composition, 

determined by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, was 3.3% Cadmium, 8.6% 

Selenium, 42.3% Sulfur and 45.8% Zinc by mole.   Photoluminescence spectroscopy 

(PL) showed that the PL quantum yield is increased from 0.9% for CdSe to 25% for 

CSS.  Global fitting was used for the analysis of exciton dynamics for CdSe, 

CdSe/ZnS core/shell and CSS QDs.  The decays of the PL spectra for CdSe and 

CdSe/ZnS were fit with triple exponentials with lifetimes of 0.7, 8 and 30 ns and 0.7, 

10 and 30 ns respectively, while the CSS spectrum was fit with a double exponential 

with lifetimes of 12 and 30 ns.   We attribute the 0.7 ns component to non-radiative 

recombination through dangling bonds at the CdSe surface or at crystal lattice 

dislocations at the CdSe/ZnS interface.  This study clearly demonstrates that the CSS 

approach can be used to substantially improve the optical properties of QDs desired 

for various applications. 

2.1 Introduction 
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 Since their initial studies in the early 1980s
1-3

 semiconductor quantum dots 

(QDs) have been the subject of active research investigating different elemental 

compositions, synthetic methods,
4
 fundamental physical properties, and 

applications.
5-6

  QDs are nanocrystals with size dependent properties including optical 

absorption and emission spectra, which make QDs attractive for applications such as 

biological labeling
5
, solar energy conversion

7-10
 and light emitting diodes.

11
  These 

applications benefit from individualized QD designs which may include doping,
12-15

 

changing the organic capping layer to achieve aqueous or organic solubility, or 

adding an inorganic shell to the native core structure.
16

    QD heterostructures, 

particularly core/shell structures, have gained popularity because of improved PL 

quantum yield and their stability in a wide range of environments.
17-19

  Among the 

possible core/shell (CS) QD elemental combinations, II/VI semiconductors such as 

CdSe/ZnS,
18, 20

 CdSe/CdS
21-23

 and CdSe/ZnSe
24

 have been the focus of many recent 

studies.  

  For applications requiring high PL quantum yield (QY), the QD 

surface must be passivated by organic capping ligands or an inorganic shell material 

to reduce dangling bonds.
1, 25-27

  One of the most widely studied core/shell QD 

systems is the CdSe/ZnS structure.
6
  Core/shell CdSe/ZnS QDs have replaced 

organically capped CdSe QDs for applications in biological labeling because they 

retain the PL of the CdSe core when dispersed in biological buffers.
18

  CdSe/ZnS is 

considered a type I core/shell structure because the band positions of the shell 

material straddle those of the core material.  Type I shell materials eliminate dangling 
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bonds on the CdSe surface which can lead to non-radiative recombination and trap 

state PL
26

 while electrically confining the photoexcited charge carriers to the core.  

CdSe/ZnSe and CdSe/CdS core/shell structures are also type I, however there are 

reports that only one of the charge carriers is confined to the core of the QD (the hole 

for CdSe/CdS and the electron for CdSe/ZnSe) while the other can populate the shell 

and gain access to the QD surface where it can interact with the surroundings.
28

   

 Shell materials for CdSe suffer from at least one of two problems that limit the 

PL efficiency of the QDs.  ZnS overcoated CdSe QDs suffer from the large lattice 

mismatch (10.6%)
24

 between the two crystal structures which introduces dislocations 

in the crystal lattice at or near the interface.  CdS or ZnSe capped CdSe QDs benefit 

from a smaller lattice mismatch (3.9% and 6.3%, respectively)
29

 but they are not as 

effective in confining excitons as ZnS, as previously mentioned.  To circumvent this 

tradeoff, researchers have begun investigating core/shell/shell (CSS) QDs composed 

of either CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS or CdSe/CdS/ZnS.
17, 19, 24, 30-33

  The intermediate ZnSe or 

CdS shell reduces the interfacial strain as the crystal structure moves from CdSe to 

ZnS, reducing dislocations while retaining the insulating properties of ZnS.  The CSS 

structure has become so popular in recent years that CSS CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs are 

now available commercially. 

 Many methods have been developed for growing shells on QDs and the 

different approaches can be categorized as single or multi-pot procedures.  In a 

typical multi-pot synthesis QD cores are synthesized separately, cleaned to remove 

any unused reagents, and placed in a new reaction solution which is re-heated 
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whereupon shell precursors are added to the reaction mixture.
18, 34-37

  In this way, core 

monomers are eliminated from the shell growth reaction that could otherwise result in 

an alloyed shell.  A disadvantage of the two-pot approach is that the size distribution 

of the cores often increases due to Oswald ripening.
38-39

  One pot approaches have 

been developed
40-41

 in which core QDs are grown at high temperature, the 

temperature is reduced, shell precursors are injected and the shell is grown at a lower 

temperature that retards additional core growth.   Regardless of whether a one or two-

pot approach is used, it is important to create conditions that favor shell growth over 

nucleation of new QDs by adding shell precursors slowly and at the appropriate 

temperature that will promote growth of the shell material while slowing further 

growth of the core. 

 As previously stated, many studies have shown that a ZnS shell can increase 

the quantum yield (QY) of CdSe QDs by providing surface passivation.
20, 26, 35, 42

  

Meanwhile, time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) has given researchers 

additional insight into the mechanism behind this increase.
31, 42

  TRPL measures the 

PL intensity as a function of time after a QD sample is excited with a laser pulse, 

creating an exciton or bound electron-hole pair when the QD is excited by a photon 

with energy greater than the bandgap of the QD.
43

  . Following formation of an 

exciton, there are multiple pathways for it to decay or recombine.  In an isolated QD 

where the exciton is confined to the particle, the exciton can recombine radiatively, 

emitting a photon, or non-radiatively.  Non-radiative recombination can occur 

through defect sites either within the crystal or at the surface.  The incomplete 
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coordination of unpassivated surface atoms results in dangling bonds creating intra-

bandgap energy levels that act as trap states.
31, 41

  As the surface to volume ratio in 

QDs is very high compared to the bulk crystals, surface effects often dominate the 

QD properties.
44

  The study of exciton recombination dynamics using time-resolved 

techniques has provided insight into these competitive processes.
28, 45-48

   When 

careful controls are employed TRPL studies can provide information about charge 

injection,
9, 49-52

 carrier multiplication
53

 or charge carrier trapping
31, 54-55

 in QDs. 

 In this study, CSS CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS and core/shell CdSe/ZnS QDs were 

synthesized using a one-pot procedure by successive addition of precursors.  The CSS 

structure was studied by UV-Vis and PL spectroscopy, and time correlated single 

photon counting (TCSPC).   Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images show 

the presence of the shell based on the increased diameter.  PL lifetimes were 

determined using TCSPC and show that the addition of the shells extends the PL 

dramatically.  X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was employed to investigate the 

quantum confinement of excited electrons formed in the CSS QD core.  These results 

show that the one pot CSS synthesis is a facile method for producing QDs with 

efficient surface passivation, improved PL QY and longer PL lifetime.  The time-

resolved studies provide direct evidence that the CSS approach is effective in 

removing trap states and improving optical properties of semiconductor QDs. 

 

2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 Materials   
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Octadecene (ODE, 90%), zinc stearate (technical grade), trioctylphosphine 

(TOP, 99%), hexamethyldisilathiane ((TMS)2S, technical grade), and octadecylamine 

(ODA, 99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  Dichloromethane (DCM, ACS 

grade) was purchased from EMD Chemicals.  Se powder (<325 mesh, 99.7%) was 

from Acros Organics and cadmium stearate (90%) was from Stem Chemicals.  

Methanol (99.9%), acetone (99.7%) and toluene (99.8%) were purchased from Fisher 

Scientific.  All chemicals were used without further purification. 

 

2.2.2 Synthesis of QDs   

CSS QDs were synthesized using a one-pot method based on the CdSe 

synthesis developed by Cooper, et a.l
56

    In a 50 mL three- necked flask, 0.134 g 

cadmium stearate (2×10
-4 

moles Cd) was suspended in 10.0 g octadecene (ODE). 

 Using a Schlenk line, the mixture was evacuated down to 60 mmHg three times at 

room temperature and once at 60°C for 10 minutes each between which it was purged 

with argon.  The mixture was heated to 300°C under argon with stirring.  A solution 

of 0.063 g Se powder (8×10
-4 

 moles Se), 1.25 g trioctylphosphine (TOP) and 0.20 g 

octadecylamine (ODA) was prepared in a N2(g) glove box.  This solution was injected 

rapidly using an air free injection procedure.
57

  The size of the QDs was monitored 

using UV-visible spectroscopy.  A typical growth time was 5 minutes.  The ZnSe 

shell was formed by first cooling the reactant solution to 240°C and adding dropwise 

a suspension of 0.195 g zinc stearate (3×10
-4 

 moles Zn) in 1.25 g ODE over the 

course of five minutes.  To grow the final ZnS shell the solution was cooled to 200°C  
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where a suspension of 0.195 g zinc stearate (3×10
-4 

 moles Zn)  and 0.098 g 

bis(trimethysilyl)sulfide (TMS)2S (5.5×10
-4 

 moles S) in 1.25 g ODE was added 

dropwise over five minutes.  The resulting solution was cooled to room temperature 

after the final addition of ZnS precursors.   

 Core/shell CdSe/ZnS particles were synthesized using the same procedure but 

omitting the second injection containing only Zn-stearate.  Briefly, CdSe particles 

were grown with a Cd:Se precursor ratio of 1:2.5 at 300°C, the temperature was 

dropped to 200°C and Zn-stearate and (TMS)2S were injected in ODE to grow a ZnS 

shell. 

   The crude reaction mixture was cleaned in a procedure described by Gul et 

al
12

.  Methanol (~20 mL) and DCM (~0.5 mL) were added to the crude mixture 

which was vigorously shaken and centrifuged.  The methanol fraction was decanted 

and discarded, and the process was repeated three to four times using a mixture of 

methanol and acetone in the following progression of methanol:acetone, totaling 20 

mL: 9:1, 1:1, 1:3, 1:9.  Each cleaning solvent mixture also contained a constant 

addition of 0.5 mL DCM.  Eventually the QDs precipitated from the solution were 

rinsed with pure acetone.  The QD pellet was dried with argon and redispensed in 

toluene producing solutions that were optically clear and deep in color. 

 

2.2.3 Structural, Optical, and Time-resolved PL Measurements 

   CSS QD TEM images and EDX spectra were recorded on a FEI model Titan 

80 300 keV electron microscope as supported by a lacey carbon copper grid.  High 
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resolution images were taken in high contrast transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) mode.  Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra and wide angle images were 

taken using the z-contrast scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) mode.   

 The UV-visible absorption (UV-Vis) spectra were recorded at room 

temperature using Hewlett-Packard 8452A diode array spectrometer with spectral 

resolution set to 2 nm.  A Perkin-Elmer model LS50B luminescence spectrometer 

was used to obtain the PL and PL excitation spectra at room temperature.   

 Calculation of the PL QY of the QDs was accomplished by comparing the 

integrated PL intensity of the QDs (PLQD) in toluene to that of fluorescein dye (PLdye) 

(QY = 0.95
58

) in ethanol taking into account the absorption of each QD sample 

(AbsQD) and the dye (Absdye) at the excitation wavelength (388 nm), the temperature 

and the refractive indices (n) of the solvents. 

 

PL lifetimes for the CdSe cores and CSS samples were measured using a TCSPC 

system described previously.
12

  Briefly a 5W Coherent Verdi-V5 (532 nm) 

continuous wave laser was used to pump a tunable, mode locked Ti:sapphire laser 

(Kapteyn-Murnane Laboratories, model: MTS Mini) operating at a repetition rate of 

200 MHz.  Wavelengths from 790 nm – 820 nm were passed through a pulse picker 

(Conoptics, model 350-160) to increase the time between pulses to 120 ns.  This near 

800 nm light was then frequency doubled to 400 nm using a bismuth borate (BBO) 

crystal and the 400 nm light was used to excite the QD sample in toluene.  The QD 

PL was collected at a 90 degree angle, passed through a magic angle polarizer and 
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into a monochromator.  The monochromatic photons were counted using an 

avalanche photodiode operated in reverse start stop mode.  

X-ray absorption measurements were carried out at beamline 7.0.1 at 

Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.  Intense radiation 

is produced from the beamline equipped with 5 cm undulator and spherical grating 

monochromator
59

.  X-ray absorption spectra were taken by measuring the total 

fluorescence yield (TFY) from the sample as a function of the incident photon energy.  

The entrance and exit slit widths were adjusted to set the beamline resolution to 0.5 

eV for 1025 eV photon energy. The spectra were normalized to the photocurrent from 

a gold mesh inserted in the beamline before the sample. XAS measurements were 

performed in the dark as well as under green (532 nm) laser light. 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Process of Synthesizing CSS QDs  

Reaction conditions were designed to separate the processes of nucleation and 

growth in the QDs.  Se, TOP and ODA were rapidly injected into a solution of Cd-

stearate in ODE at 300°C in order to create an environment of high monomer 

concentration and high temperature which promoted nucleation of CdSe QDs.  After 

the initial nucleation event, the temperature was lowered to approximately 280°C for 

the growth of the core.  At this stage in the synthesis the monomer concentration was 

high enough to promote growth of existing QDs but not sufficiently high to induce 

nucleation of new particles.   
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The main modification to the previously reported CdSe synthesis
56

 was an 

increase in the amount of Se injected from a Cd:Se ratio of 1:2.5 to a ratio of 1:4.  

The increased Se concentration caused the particle growth to proceed at a higher rate 

and it also promoted more of the Cd monomers to be consumed in the reaction.  

Growth of the CdSe cores was tracked using UV-Vis spectroscopy.  When the first 

exciton peak in the absorption spectrum stopped red shifting (after about 5 minutes of 

growth), the solution was cooled to 240°C.  Zn-stearate in ODE was then injected 

dropwise to the solution to induce growth of ZnSe onto the surface of the CdSe cores.  

ODE was chosen to suspend Zn-stearate because attempts using TOP as the solvent 

disallowed shell growth by stabilizing monomers in solution.  No Se was added in 

this injection solution because there was excess Se left in the reaction mixture; Zn-

stearate was added in sufficient quantity to consume all remaining Se in the growth of 

the first shell.   

Growth of the second shell proceeded through a similar process to that of the 

first shell.  The excess of zinc monomers from the second injection consumed most of 

the Se from the reaction mixture.  The solution temperature was lowered to 200°C 

and the third injection proceeded dropwise introducing additional Zn-stearate and 

(TMS)2S in ODE.  The (TMS)2S was used as a reactive sulfur precursor.  The 

solution was allowed to stir for around five minutes to incorporate as much of the 

zinc and sulfur onto the particles as possible and then it was allowed to cool to room 

temperature.  In some cases an additional annealing step of 30 min at 100°C was used 
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in an attempt to improve crystallinity but no improvement was seen in the emission 

after annealing. 

 

2.3.2 Structural Characterization 

   A TEM image of a typical CSS QDs is presented in Figure 1.  Several TEM 

images were used to measure the size and aspect ratio of the QDs.  Most QDs appear 

nearly spherical in shape.  The average diameter was determined to be 6±2 nm with 

an aspect ratio of 1.15.   

 

Figure 2.1: HRTEM image of one CSS QD. 

 

   EDX spectra for the CSS QDs were collected in order to quantify the amount 

of each element present in the QDs.
60

  The EDX results presented in Figure 2 show 

that the CSS QDs are composed of 3.3% Cadmium, 8.6% Selenium, 42.3% Sulfur 

and 45.8% Zinc atoms.  These results reflect the intended CSS structure with more Se 
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than Cd atoms and more Zn than S atoms.  These results also show that there may be 

a slight excess of anions in the crystal lattice since selenium and sulfur account for 

51% of all atoms in the QDs. 

 

Figure 2.2: TEM, EDX spectrum, and elemental analysis of a 

collection of CSS QDs. 

(a) TEM image of several CSS QDs.  The red selection is the area 

that was analyzed using EDX.  (b)  EDX spectrum of the CSS QDs 

which contains peaks for Cd, Se, Zn and S atoms.  The weight 

percentage and atomic percentage of each element is presented in 

the inset table. 
 

 

2.3.3 Optical and Time-resolved PL Characterizations 

UV-Vis electronic absorption spectra for CdSe, CdSe/ZnSe core/shell (CS), and 

CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs produced from the same reaction are shown in Figure 3.  Comparing 

the first excitonic peaks of the particles, a red-shift from 566 nm (2.19 eV) in the cores to 576 

nm (2.15 eV) in the CS QDs to 582 nm (2.13 eV) in the CSS QDs can be seen which are 
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similar to effects observed by Talapin et al
30

.  Since all three synthesized QDs have a greater 

first excitonic energy than the band-gap energy of bulk CdSe (1.74 eV), it is clear that 

quantum confinement is taking place in the QDs.  Based on the empirical equation
61

 

developed by Yu et al. for determining the diameter of a CdSe QD from the first exciton peak 

position, the CdSe cores are approximately 3.4 nm in diameter.   

   Typical PL spectra for CdSe core, CdSe/ZnSe core/shell and CSS samples upon 

excitation with 390 nm light are shown in Figure 3.  Samples were standardized to an optical 

density (OD) of 0.2 at 390 nm.  Similar to the first excitonic absorption, the PL emission peak 

red-shifts as the QDs go from core (575 nm, 2.16 eV) to CS (586 nm, 2.12 eV) and to CSS 

(589 nm, 2.11 eV) structures.  These samples remain nearly monodisperse over the course of 

the synthesis with an increase in the full width at half maximum (FWHM) from 25 nm to 32 

nm from CdSe cores to the core-shell-shell QDs.  The red shift and FWHM broadening are 

attributed to exciton leakage into the shell materials.
18, 29

   

 

Figure 2.3: UV-vis and PL spectra of core, core/shell, and CSS 

QDs. 
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UV Visible (UV-Vis) extinction spectra for CdSe QDs, CdSe/ZnSe 

core/shell QDs and CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS CSS QDs are plotted along 

with the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of each sample while 

exciting with 388 nm light.  The PL spectra were all taken with 

samples having an extinction of 0.1 absorbance units at 388 nm.  

The PL spectra were divided by the same factor so that the greatest 

intensity is equal to 0.5 counts. 

 

PL quantum yield (QY) measurements were taken of CSS QDs as well as 

aliquots taken during the synthesis.  Table 1 contains a summary of the calculated 

quantum yield measurements for one CSS synthesis.  In all the samples studied, the 

QY increased dramatically going from the CdSe core (0.9%) to the CSS (25%).  For 

comparison the QY of CdSe/ZnS particles made under similar conditions was found 

to be 5%.  The low QY of the CdSe/ZnS QDs relative to previous reports
35, 42

 shows 

that the one pot synthesis is not ideal for growing a shell where both anion and cation 

are different from those in the shell.   

 

2.3.4 Time-resolved Photoluminescence Study of Exciton Dynamics 

PL decay traces for CdSe, CdSe/ZnS and CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS were measured 

using a TCSPC setup.  The PL decay was measured at several wavelengths spaced 

evenly across the PL peak for each sample.  The decay traces and their multi-

exponential fit function are shown in Figures 4a, b and c respectively.  Figure 4d 

shows the instrument response function obtained by scattering the excitation beam in 

a solution of non-dairy creamer along with the initial decay of the CdSe/ZnS PL; all 

decays show a pulse width-limited rise prior to the decay.  The PL decay traces have 

been normalized by collection time so that the PL intensities can be compared.  For 
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all samples the shorter wavelength traces decay faster and all traces approach zero 

after 100 ns.  It is difficult to make direct comparisons between the different QD 

structures based upon single wavelength decay traces because the peak maxima occur 

at different wavelengths.  However, in general, the decay traces show that the CSS 

decays the slowest, followed by the CdSe/ZnS core/shell and finally CdSe cores 

being the fastest.   

 

Figure 2.4: Time resolve PL decay traces.  

PL decay traces collected using a TCSPC system for solutions of a. 

CdSe, b. CSS and c. CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs in toluene.  d. 

Instrument response function when excitation pulse is scattered in 

a solution of non-dairy creamer, PL decay traces at short time 

delay for CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs. The fit function for each 

decay is plotted on top of the decay, and CSS decays required 

double exponential functions to achieve a good fit while CdSe and 

CdSe/ZnS required triple exponentials.  
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Decay traces were fit using the multiexponential equation 1 where I(t) is the 

PL intensity at time t, τi is the lifetime of each component of the PL decay and Ai is 

the initial PL intensity of that component.  A global fitting procedure was used to find 

a single set of time constants that can accurately fit the decay traces at every 

wavelength for a given sample.  The minimum number of exponential time constants, 

τi, were used to fit each data set.  The CdSe and CdSe/ZnS samples required triple 

exponential functions to fit the decay while the CSS sample required a double 

exponential fit function.  The lifetimes used to fit the decays for each sample are 

reported in Table 1. 

                                          (1) 

Sample QY τ 1 % of total PL τ2 % of total PL τ3 % of total PL 

CdSe 0.9% 0.7 ns 2% 6.0 ns 17% 30 ns 81% 

CdSe/ZnS 5% 0.7 ns 0.3% 8 ns 15% 30 ns 85% 

CSS 25%   11 ns 30% 30 ns 70% 

Table 1: Global fitting time constants and contribution to overall 

PL. 

The pre-exponential factor (A) for each exponential lifetime is plotted in 

figures 5a, c, and e at each wavelength where the decay was measured for the three 

QD samples studied.  This plot of the pre-exponential factors for a given lifetime as a 

function of wavelength is called a b-spectrum
62

, each b-spectrum was fit with a 

Gaussian function.  The steady state PL spectrum for each sample is plotted in grey 

behind the b-spectra and the sum of the b-spectra is plotted for comparison. 
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Figure 2.5: B-spectra from global fitting of time resolve PL data. 

Global fitting results of the TCSPC PL lifetime study for CdSe 

(a,b), CSS (c,d) and CdSe/ZnS core/shell (e,f) QDs.  Graphs of the 

b-spectra for each component of the lifetime are fit with gaussians 

and plotted over the steady state PL which appears grey.  The sum 

of the b-spectra for all components of the lifetime was plotted as a 

dotted line.  The integrated PL resulting from each lifetime 

component at each wavelength were also plotted, fit with 

Gaussians and plotted over the steady state PL. The CSS sample 

required only a double exponential to fit the decay while the CdSe 
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cores and CdSe/ZnS core/shell required triple exponential 

functions to fit their decays. 
 

Global fitting of the CdSe PL decay traces resulted in a set of lifetimes 0.7 ns, 

6 ns, and 30 ns (Table 1) which accurately describe every individual wavelength 

trace.  Figure 5a shows the b-spectra for the three PL lifetimes, their sum and the 

steady state PL spectrum.  The 0.7 ns component of the decay is blue shifted (569 

nm) of the 6 ns component (574 nm) which is slightly blue shifted of the 30 ns 

component (577 nm).  Based on the peak heights, all three components of the decay 

contribute significantly to the initial amplitude of the decay.  The sum of the fits of 

the three components (dotted line) is the initial PL spectrum which evolves as it 

decays, it is much broader than the steady state PL peak (shaded grey region).  The 

CSS sample was fit using only two exponential lifetimes of 11 ns and 30 ns.  The 11 

ns component is blue shifted of the 30 ns component and the sum of the b-spectra is 

broader than and slightly blue shifted of the steady state PL.  CdSe/ZnS core/shell 

QDs exhibited PL decay dynamics intermediate between the CdSe core and the CSS 

QDs.  All decay traces for CdSe/ZnS could be fit with the following three lifetimes: 

0.7 ns, 8 ns and 30 ns.  The 0.7 ns decay makes a much smaller contribution to the 

initial PL intensity than the 8 and 30 ns components.     

The relative contribution of each component to the overall PL photon flux was 

calculated using Equation 2 below in which the photon flux, ΦP, of the i
th

 component 

of the decay is equal to the integral over time of that term in the multiexponential fit 
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function.  In this way, the total photons emitted during the decay of the i
th

 pathway 

could be compared. 

                                              (2) 

Figures 5b, d and f plot the ΦP of each component of the decay for each single 

wavelength trace.  Also included is the Gaussian fit of the ΦP for each component of 

the decay.  The sum of the Gaussian fits (dotted line) and the steady state PL spectra 

(shaded gray area) are also shown in Figures 5b, d and f.  The sum of the Gaussian 

fits from each time component is in good agreement with the steady state PL 

spectrum indicating the PL emission from the QDs can be deconvoluted into three 

component spectra. 

  

Plots of the ΦP for each time constant show the same wavelength dependence 

as the b-spectra, the faster components of the decay are blue shifted relative to the 

slower components of the decay.  For all samples studied, most of the PL occurs via 

the slowest (30 ns) component which accounts for 85, 81 and 70% of the PL photon 

flux for CdSe, CdSe/ZnS and CSS QDs.  For CdSe the remainder of the PL decay 

occurs through the 6 ns component (17%) and the 0.7 ns component (2%).  CdSe/ZnS 

showed a smaller contribution from the 0.7 ns component (0.3%) and a similar 

contribution from the medium time constant (8 ns, 15%).  The CSS sample showed 

the smallest contribution from the 30 ns component of all the samples (70%) with the 

remaining 30% of PL photon flux occurring with an 11 ns lifetime.  Table 1 shows 

the percentage of the overall PL emitted through each component of the decay.   
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Figure 2.6: Band diagram and recombination pathways for CdSe 

and CSS QDs. 

The image on the left is a band diagram of the CdSe QDs with a 

schematic of the three recombination pathways observed from 

TCSPC.  The purple arrow represents the excitation pulse, the grey 

arrow represents the non-radiative recombination occurring with a 

lifetime of 0.7 ns, the yellow arrow is the band edge PL with a 

lifetime of 6 ns and the orange arrow represents trap state mediated 

PL with a lifetime of 30 ns.  On the right is a band diagram 

showing the conduction and valence band edge energies as a 

function of distance from the center of a CSS QD.  Band positions 

are those of bulk CdSe, ZnSe and ZnS and do not reflect the 

quantum confinement effect. 

 

A schematic of the three recombination pathways for CdSe are presented in 

Figure 6.  The CdSe core sample which required three lifetimes to fit was an aliquot 

taken from the CSS QD sample so it is clear that the shell coating dramatically slows 

the PL decay of CdSe.  The 0.7 ns component of the decay, which was seen in the 

CdSe and CdSe/ZnS samples, is likely due to a non-radiative process which is also 

responsible for the decreased QY in these samples.  This non-radiative recombination 
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is likely due to surface dangling bonds on the CdSe surface which introduce 

electronic states within the bandgap.  The dangling bonds on CdSe are a result of 

incomplete coordination of atoms on the QD surface, the presence of dangling bonds 

appears to be decreased by the addition of a ZnS shell and eliminated by the double 

shell of ZnSe/ZnS.  The dangling bonds on CdSe are due to incomplete ligand 

coverage, the coordination of atoms is improved by adding a ZnS shell but the lattice 

mismatch between the crystal structures promotes dislocations in the crystal lattice at 

the CdSe/ZnS interface,
18, 41

 another form of dangling bond.  The ZnSe intermediate 

shell reduces the presence of these dangling bonds, eliminating the fastest (0.7 ns) 

component of the PL decay.  The intermediate lifetime, which varied from 6 ns in 

CdSe to 11 ns in the CSS QDs, is attributed to band edge emission.  The efficient 

surface passivation of the CSS sample promoted band edge emission over other 

processes.  It has been suggested previously that a slow (~30 ns) component of the PL 

decay in CdSe is due to shallow trap state mediated processes
36

.  Conduction band 

electrons which relax into shallow traps can either decay non-radiatively through 

deep trap states or repopulate the conduction band where they can recombine 

radiatively.   

2.3.5 Determination of Core Size and Shell Thicknesses   

Combining data from UV-Vis, TEM and EDX we are able to estimate the 

dimensions of the CSS QDs which is summarized in the diagram in Figure 6.  UV-

Vis spectra (Figure 3) of the CdSe core QDs just before adding the Zinc precursor 

had a first exciton position of 566 nm corresponding to a diameter of 3.41 nm
61

.  
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TEM images (Figure 1) show QDs of approximately 6 nm in diameter.  EDX analysis 

(Figure 2) gave insight into the relative concentration of each element in the CSS 

QDs from which the relative concentrations of CdSe, ZnSe and ZnS could be 

calculated.  The CSS QDs contain 12% CdSe, 12% ZnSe and 76% ZnS by mass.   

If we assume a 3.4 nm core, use bulk densities of all materials and calculate 

the shell thicknesses we find the ZnSe shell to be 0.5 nm and the ZnS shell to be 1.6 

nm thick for an overall diameter of 7.7 nm.  Considering the large uncertainty in the 

average diameter from TEM (6±2 nm), this calculation is reasonable and these 

dimensions were used to create the diagram in Figure 6. 

 

 

2.3.6 XAS Selective Illumination Study of Electronic Structure 

 In order to better understand the band alignment of the materials in the CSS 

QDs, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the Zn L-edge was used to measure the 

conduction band partial density of states for the QDs under dark and under 

illumination of a green laser.  In the experiment, the X-ray absorption (Figure 7) is 

due to the electronic transitions from the zinc 2p states to the unoccupied Zn 4sd 

states in the conduction band.  The inset in Figure 7 is a magnified view of the 

absorption at the near edge. 
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Figure 2.7: X-ray absorption at Zn L-edge. 

X-ray absorption spectra of zinc L edge in CSS QDs when they are 

in dark (black) or illuminated with 532 nm laser (green).  The 532 

nm light should only excite the CdSe core, the photons do not have 

enough energy to excite ZnSe or ZnS.  The shift of the onset of 

absorption to higher energy implies that conduction band states 

associated with the zinc atoms are being occupied by the 

photoexcited electrons. 

 

The onset of absorption occurs at higher energy when the CSS QD sample is 

illuminated with a green laser that is of sufficient energy to create electron hole pairs 

in the CdSe core but not in the ZnSe or ZnS shells.  There is a shift to higher energy 

of approximately 100 meV when the sample is illuminated with the 532 nm green 

laser.  This result suggests that when the CdSe core is excited, electrons from the 

conduction band of CdSe move into the conduction band of ZnSe and possibly ZnS 
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occupying the lowest energy states within the band.  This exciton leakage has been 

suggested previously in CdSe/ZnS systems
18

.  Figure 6 shows the bulk band positions 

for the three materials in the CSS QDs and while these values do not reflect quantum 

size effects or the effect of strain at interfaces, the band diagram suggests that there is 

an energy barrier preventing electrons from moving from CdSe into ZnSe in the CSS 

QDs.  The results of XAS suggest that this energy barrier does not completely confine 

the excited electrons in the CdSe core, additional studies must be conducted to gain a 

better understanding of this shift in energy. 

 

2.4 Conclusions  

CSS CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS nanocrystals were grown using a modified procedure 

employing successive injection of precursors in one pot.  Core/shell CdSe/ZnS QDs 

were also synthesized using a similar one-pot procedure for comparison.  The 

dimensions of the CSS QDs were estimated using the first exciton position from UV-

Vis absorption spectroscopy and the atomic percentages attained from EDX.    Based 

on these measurements the CdSe core had a diameter of 3.4 nm, the ZnSe shell 

thickness was approximately 0.5 nm and the ZnS shell was 1.6 nm thick 

corresponding to an average overall diameter of 7.6 nm. 

 XAS on Zn L-edge was used to study the sample in the dark and when 

illuminated by a 532 nm green laser which is incapable of exciting ZnSe or ZnS.  The 

results imply that when an electron hole pair is created in the CdSe core the electron 
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wave function can access the ZnSe shell and possibly the ZnS shell.  Additional 

control experiments are needed to determine if the electron can access the ZnS shell.   

PL spectroscopy showed that the QY increases from 0.9% for CdSe to 25% 

for CSS, a greater increase than for the CdSe/ZnS QDs.  TCSPC showed that surface 

passivation in the CSS sample extended the PL decay, completely eliminating the 

fastest component of the CdSe core decay which we attributed to non-radiative 

recombination facilitated by surface dangling bonds.  The PL decay of CdSe/ZnS was 

also extended relative to CdSe alone but the fast component was not completely 

eliminated.  The ZnSe shell prevents crystal lattice dislocations because the lattice 

spacing of ZnSe is intermediate between those of CdSe and ZnS. 

Finally, the use of global fitting to analyze PL decay traces at multiple 

wavelengths provided additional insights into the decay processes.  The b-spectra 

showed the spectral distribution of each component of the PL decay and integrating 

each component of the decay allowed us to recreate the static PL spectrum.  This 

method is a great improvement over the single wavelength decay fitting traditionally 

used to analyze TRPL data as it provides not only a time constant to describe a 

dynamic process but also spectral information about the process. 
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Chapter 3: Optical Properties and Exciton Dynamics of Alloyed Core/Shell/Shell 

Cd1-xZnxSe/ZnSe/ZnS Quantum Dots  

Abstract 

 In this study we introduce a new method for the one-pot synthesis of 

core/shell/shell alloyed Cd1-xZnxSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs and examine the effect of the shell 

coating on the optical properties and exciton dynamics of the alloy core.  The 

photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield is greatly enhanced after shell growth, from 

9.6% to 63%. The exciton dynamics were studied by time correlated single photon 

counting (TCSPC) and fit using integrated singular value decomposition global fitting 

(i-SVD-GF) which showed the bi-exponential observed lifetimes on the nanosecond 

timescale remain the same after shell growth.  Using ultrafast transient absorption 

(TA) spectroscopy and SVD-GF, we have determined that surface passivation by 

ZnSe and ZnSe/ZnS shells reduces non-radiative recombination primarily on the 

picosecond timescale.  These findings are helpful in directing the development of the 

next generation of QDs for biological labeling and other applications. 

Keywords: Quantum dot, alloy, core/shell, core/shell/shell, shell, time resolved, 

fluorescence, photoluminescence, quantum yield, biological labeling, exciton, 

dynamics, transient absorption, ultrafast, CdSe, ZnSe, ZnS. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Quantum dots (QDs) have generated great fundamental and technological interest 

due to their novel size-tunable optical properties
1-2

 and, consequently, potential 

applications in light emitting diodes,
3-4

 photovoltaics
5-7

 and biomedical tags.
8-10 

In 

QDs, the three-dimensional confinement of the exciton and the size-dependent energy 

levels result in the possibility of tuning the bandgap to a desired energy by controlling 

the particle size.
11-12

 Due to this quantum size confinement effect, it is  possible to 

tune the QD absorption and emission spectra throughout a wide wavelength range.
13

 

For example, when the particle size of CdSe is increased from 2 nm to 4 nm, the 

bandgap would reduce from 2.6 eV to 2.1 eV, and the corresponding emission 

wavelength would red shift from 530 nm to 630 nm.
13

  One important issue for QDs 

is that the surface-to-volume (S/V) ratio increases with decreasing size proportional 

to 3/r, which renders them highly sensitive to their environment and consequently 

more susceptible to quenching of the photoluminescence (PL) through surface trap 

states.  Surface trapping has been a major obstacle limiting the PL quantum yield 

(QY) and thereby applications of small and highly confined blue and green emitting 

QDs such as CdSe.  

Recently, ternary alloyed QDs have received great attention because of their 

composition-tunable bandgap and PL emission across the visible spectrum without 

changing particle size.
14-15

  The PL QYs of alloyed Cd1-xZnxSe QDs are often higher 

than those of single component QDs; in particular, the green emitting alloyed Cd1-
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xZnxSe QDs have higher PL QY than green emitting CdSe.
14

  Moreover, the alloyed 

QDs have shown interesting properties that are not observed in the binary QD 

systems such as the core/shell Cd1-xZnxSe/ZnSe QDs that showed unusual non-

blinking behavior in absolute contrast to CdSe-based QDs whose PL turns on and off 

intermittently.
16

 Non-blinking alloyed QDs would be very useful in applications that 

require a continuous output of photons such as light emitting diodes, photo-electrodes 

or bio-labeling.
17

 

For applications of QDs requiring high PL QY, it is important to passivate surface 

defects and protect the QDs from the surrounding environment.
18-19

 Generally, the 

surface is passivated using organic ligands or an inorganic shell material. Organic 

ligands serve several purposes including stabilizing monomers during QD growth, 

directing the size and shape of QDs, as well as bonding to surface trap states on the 

QD creating new electronic states outside of the band gap.
20-21

  While individual 

organic ligands can efficiently passivate surface trap states, the steric hindrance 

between adjacent ligands makes complete surface coverage unrealistic.
22

  

Inorganic shell materials can achieve more complete surface coverage than organic 

ligands but they suffer from a tradeoff that makes choosing a single shell material 

difficult.  For CdSe, the most popular type I shell materials, shell materials that have a 

wider bandgap than the core, include ZnSe, CdS, and ZnS.  ZnSe and CdS share a 

common atom with the core material and have crystal lattice spacings and band 

energies similar to those of CdSe.
23-24

  ZnS has a larger lattice mismatch with CdSe 
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than the others and its valence and conduction band energies straddle those of CdSe 

insulating the core excitons from reaching the QD surface.
21, 25

  Compared to ZnS, 

ZnSe and CdS can be grown more easily onto CdSe with more complete surface 

coverage due to the small lattice mismatch between the materials. However, ZnS has 

a wider bandgap  which can more efficiently confine excitons to the CdSe core than 

ZnSe or CdS.   

Recently, several studies have shown that core/shell/shell QDs composed of either 

CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS or CdSe/CdS/ZnS have the advantages of a small lattice mismatch at 

the core/shell interface and a large difference in band edge positions between core 

and shell materials.
19, 26-29

  In our previous study, we demonstrated a one-pot 

synthesis for core/shell/shell (CSS) CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs which greatly increases the 

quantum yield of the CdSe core and improves stability of the PL.
19

  Time resolved 

photoluminescence (TRPL) showed that the CSS approach improves the PL QY of 

the core CdSe QDs by eliminating a fast non-radiative recombination pathway 

associated with surface dangling bonds in CdSe or lattice dislocations in core/shell 

CdSe/ZnS.   

In this study we investigate the ability of type I shells to passivate the surface of 

alloyed QDs, a necessary step in their application in biological labeling.   We 

developed a facile one-pot synthesis approach to fabricate alloyed core/shell/shell 

(aCSS) Cd1-xZnxSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs with high QY.  TRPL measurements were 

conducted to explore the exciton dynamics in alloy core (aC) Cd1-xZnxSe QDs, 
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alloyed core/shell (aCS) Cd1-xZnxSe/ZnSe QDs and aCSS QDs, respectively. In 

addition, we have probed exciton dynamics in the QDs using fs transient absorption 

(TA) spectroscopy to gain insights into non-radiative recombination channels in these 

systems. The combined results show that the aCSS QDs exhibited efficient surface 

passivation, high QY, and have great promise in biological and other applications that 

require highly luminescent QDs.  

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Chemicals 

Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.99%), zinc acetate (anhydrous 99.9%,powder), zinc 

stearate (technical grade), selenium (Se 99.9%, powder), sulfur (S 99.9%, powder), 

trioctylphosphine (TOP, 99%), oleic acid (90%), oleylamine (90%), octadecene 

(ODE, 90%), dichloromethane (DCM, ACS grade), methanol (99.9%), acetone 

(99.7%), and hexane (99%). All chemicals were used without further purification. 

3.2.2 One-pot synthesis of Alloyed CdxZn1-xSe/ZnSe/ZnS aCSS QDs 

QDs were synthesized by combining two previously reported methods.  

Alloyed core QDs were synthesized using a hot-injection method modified from Lee 

et al
30

 while the shell growth was adapted from our previously reported synthesis of 

core/shell/shell CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs using successive injection of precursors in one 

pot.
18-19

  Typically, 0.12 mmole cadmium oxide, 0.88 mmole zinc acetate 

(anhydrous), 5 mL oleic acid, 5mL oleylamine and 5 mL ODE were placed in a 50 
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mL round bottom flask.  The mixture was heated to 120 °C, degassed under vacuum 

for 30 minutes, filled with Ar gas and further heated to 230 °C.  After the mixture 

formed a clear solution, the reaction temperature was dropped to 120 °C, the solution 

was degassed under vacuum for another 30 minutes, filled with Ar gas and heated to 

320 °C.  Meanwhile, a solution containing 1.5 mmole Se powder and 1.5 ml TOP was 

prepared in a N2 filled glovebox. The TOP:Se solution was removed from the 

glovebox in a septum top vial, heated to 280 °C and quickly injected into the reaction 

flask without exposing the solution to air.
31

  After the injection, the temperature of the 

reaction flask was kept at 320°C for 60 minutes to grow aC QDs, after which an 

aliquot (≈1 mL) was taken from the reaction and the solution was cooled down to 240 

°C for further shell coating.  The ZnSe shell was formed by injecting a suspension of 

TOP:Se solution (0.078 g Se and 1 mL TOP) drop wise over a period of five minutes, 

then adding 0.1 g zinc stearate in 0.77 g ODE in the same way.  After allowing the 

solution to react for about ten minutes, an aliquot of the aCS QDs was taken.  To 

grow the ZnS shell, the reaction mixture was cooled to 200 °C, and a suspension of 

0.1 g zinc stearate in 0.77 g ODE was added drop-wise first and subsequently, a 

suspension of 0.035 g S in 0.61 mL TOP was added dropwise over 5 minutes. The 

resulting solution was allowed to react for 20 minutes at 200 °C and then cooled to 

room temperature. The QD samples were washed and collected by the following 

procedure. Reaction mixture was diluted with hexanes, ethanol was added, the 

mixture which was shaken vigorously and centrifuged to remove excess ligands and 
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precursors. After repeating the process three times, the precipitated QD samples were 

redispensed in hexane for further UV-vis, PL, TEM, TA and TRPL measurements. 

3.2.3 UV-visible and Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

The UV-visible absorption (UV-vis) spectra were recorded at room temperature using 

Hewlett-Packard 8452A diode array spectrometer with spectral resolution set to 2 nm. 

A Perkin-Elmer model LS50B luminescence spectrometer was used to obtain the PL 

spectra at room temperature. Calculation of the PL quantum yield of QDs was 

accomplished by comparing the integrated PL intensity of the QDs (PLQD) in hexane 

to that of perylene dye (PL QYdye = 0.95)
32

 in ethanol taking into account the 

absorption of each QD sample (AbsQD) and the dye (Absdye) at the excitation 

wavelength (388 nm), the temperature, and the refractive index (n) of the solvents.  

  (1) 

3.2.4 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

The TA laser system used in this study has been described previously.
33

  In 

this study, a pump wavelength of 480 nm, generated by an OPA, with a repetition rate 

of 752 Hz was chosen to excite only the core material in the sample. The sample was 

probed with a white light continuum which is stable from 430 to 800 nm with a pulse 

width of 100 fs.  Temporal resolution of 50 fs is achieved through a motor-controlled 

delay state.  4000 signal averages were taken for each time point.  Both forward and 

reverse delay scans were collected and averaged.  Optically clear dispersions were 
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prepared in hexanes. Data was analyzed using Matlab and singular value 

decomposition (SVD) in which 3 basis vectors were kept from the U and V matrices.  

The resulting time dependence in the V matrix was fit with a triple exponential shown 

in Equation 2.  These global fitting procedures developed in house and reported 

previously.
18-19, 34

    

3.2.5 Time-resolved photoluminescence 

Observed PL lifetimes were measured using a time correlated single photon 

counting (TCSPC) system described previously.  Briefly, a 5 W Coherent Verdi-V5 

(532 nm) continuous wave laser was used to pump a tunable (790-820 nm), mode 

locked Ti:sapphire laser (Kapteyn-Murnane Laboratories, model: MTS Mini) 

operating at a repetition rate of 200 MHz.  A wavelength of 800 nm was passed 

through a pulse picker (Conoptics, model 350-160) to increase the time between 

pulses to 50 ns. This near 800 nm light was then frequency doubled to 400 nm using a 

bismuth borate (BBO) crystal which was used to excite the QD sample dispersed in 

hexanes. The QD PL was collected at a 90° angle and passed through a magic angle 

polarizer and into a monochromator. The monochromatic photons were counted using 

an avalanche photodiode operated in reverse start stop mode.  The instrument 

response function was 50 ps.  The decay spectrum was recorded at 10 nm steps from 

490 to 590 nm which encompassed the majority of the PL peak from the aC, aCS, and 

aCSS samples.  Each decay trace was normalized to collection time and was used to 

reconstruct the PL decay spectrum which was subsequently deconvoluted with SVD 
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and fit globaly using a double exponential function shown in equation 2.  The 

resulting B-spectrum indicating individual spectral decay components were integrated 

using Equation 3 to report the photon flux. 

3.2.6 Transmission electron microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of aC, aCS and aCSS QDs 

were recorded by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, JEOL 

JEM-3000) operated at 300 kV.  The samples were supported by a copper grid with 

carbon film.   

3.3 Results  

3.3.1 Structural determination using TEM  

Figure 1 shows TEM images of aC, aCS and aCSS QDs. All of the samples 

are near spherical in shape with a narrow size distribution. The average diameter of 

aC, aCS and aCSS QDs determined from measuring 100 QDs of each type were 5.9 ± 

0.8 nm, 6.3 ± 0.3 nm and 6.4 ± 0.4 nm, respectively. The well-resolved lattice fringes 

of QD samples can be clear seen in the insets of Figure 1. 
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Figure 3.1: TEM images and size histograms for aC, aCS, and 

aCSS QDs. 

TEM images of the (a) aC QDs, (b) aCS QDs and (c) aCSS QDs. 

The insets are HR-TEM images with 2 nm scale bars. Histograms 

showing the distribution of the diameter for (d) aC QDs, (e) aCS 

QDs and (f) aCSS QDs. 
 

3.3.2 Optical properties 

UV-vis absorption and PL emission spectra for aC, aCS and aCSS QDs are 

presented in Figure 2.  The UV-vis absorption spectra show that the first excitonic 

peak positions are identical for aC and aCS QDs at 536 nm while that of the aCSS 

sample is at 534 nm.  The solutions of QDs were diluted in hexanes prior to PL 

measurements to obtain the same absorption for all samples at 388 nm, the excitation 

wavelength used for PL measurements.  The PL spectra show that the emission 

maximum blue-shifts as shells are grown from 549 nm for the aC to 548 nm for aCS 

and to 543 nm for aCSS.  The PL quantum yield (QY) samples also increases from 
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9.6% for aC to 42% for aCS and to 63% for aCSS.  The progressively stronger PL of 

aCSS QD samples can be seen under normal indoor light or in the dark with UV 

irradiation as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.2: UV-vis and PL spectra of aC, aCS and aCSS QDs. 

UV-vis spectra of QD solutions in hexanes normalized at the 

excitation wavelength (388 nm) used for PL measurements.  

Addition of shells resulted in dramatic increases in the PL. 
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Figure 3.3: Photographs of QD solutions under different lighting 

conditions. 

Photograph of the solutions of (i) aC QDs, (ii) aCS QDs and (iii) 

aCSS QDs (a) under normal indoor light, (b) under normal indoor 

light with UV light and (c) in the dark with UV light. 
 

3.3.3 Exciton dynamics via transient absorption spectroscopy 

Ultrafast transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy was used to investigate 

exciton dynamics on the picosecond (ps) timescale.    TA spectra were taken using a 

pump wavelength of 480 nm which was attenuated using neutral density filters in 

order to record TA data at several pump powers for each sample.  A representative 

contour plot of the TA data for the aCSS QD sample is shown in Figure 4a of the 

differential absorption (dA) as a function of both probe wavelength and time delay 

following the pump pulse.  The dominant features are two transient bleach (negative 

dA) recovery features centered at 540 nm and 480 nm.  The 540 nm feature is much 

slower and does not completely decay within the 2 nanosecond (ns) time window.  

With higher pump power, the amplitude of the 480 nm bleach feature increases 

disproportionally relative to the 540 nm bleach.  The initial dA spectrum is similar for 

aC, aCS and aCSS QDs but the 540 nm bleach feature recovers slowest for aCSS with 

aCS slightly faster and aC much faster.  
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Figure 3.4: Three dimensional plot of dA vs. delay time and 

wavelength, global fit of the data and the residual noise that was 

not fit. 

Contour plots of the TA data for aCSS QDs excited with 480 nm 

light. (a.) The raw data dA vs time delay and probe wavelength. 

(b.) Triple exponential fit of the data.  (c.)  Plot of the residual data 

that was not fit (data – fit) showing no wavelength or time 

dependence. 
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A global fitting procedure was employed to find the best exponential lifetimes 

to fit the decay of the TA signal at every probe wavelength.  Equation 2 below was 

used to describe the triple exponential decay of the TA signal at each wavelength 

where  is the dA amplitude at time (t), and  is the initial intensity of the 

component of the decay corresponding to the lifetime .   

      (2) 

  The aCS contour plot was shown in Figure 4a, the resulting fit was shown in 

Figure 4b., and the residuals were shown in Figure 4c.  The residual is the noise in the 

raw data and exhibits no wavelength nor time dependence indicating that we have 

successfully fit all the meaningful data.   Lifetimes found from global fitting are 7±1 

ps, 55±7 ps and 600±50 ps for aC and 8±1 ps, 80±10 ps and 700±80 ps for both aCS 

and aCSS.  These lifetimes are tabulated for the aC, aCS and aCSS samples in Table 

1.   

Sample PL 

QY 

TA τ1 TA τ2 TA τ3 TRPL τ1 τ1 % of 

PL 

TRPL 

τ2 

τ2 % of 

PL 

aC QDs 9.6% 7 ±1 

ps 

55±7 ps 600±50 

ps 

1.1±0.2 

ns 

8 % 9±1 ns 92% 

aCS QDs 42% 8±1 

ps 

80±10 

ps 

700±80 

ps 

1.2±0.2 

ns 

5% 10±1 

ns 

95% 

aCSS 

QDs 

63% 8±1 

ps 

80±10 

ps 

700±80 

ps 

1.1±0.2 

ns 

7 % 9±1 ns 93% 

Table 3.1: Summary of PL QY and exciton lifetimes found from 

global fitting of TA data. 

The plot of the initial intensity of each lifetime component, , as a function 

of probe wavelength is referred to as the b-spectrum.  Figure 5 is a plot of the TA b-
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spectrum for the aC sample along with the initial TA spectrum and the sum of the b-

spectra.  This plot shows that the recovery of the 480 nm bleach can be described 

with a 7 ps lifetime single exponential decay while all three lifetimes (7 ps, 55 ps and 

600 ps) contribute to the 540 nm bleach.  

 

Figure 3.5: Initial dA spectra of aC QD sample and B-spectra for 

the thee lifetimes. 

Initial TA spectrum for the aC QDs at the lowest pump power 

plotted along with the b-spectra of each component of the triple 

exponential decay.  BS 7 ps is the spectral distribution of the 

fastest component, attributed to the electron-hole plasma generated 

upon excitation.  BS 55 ps is attributed to bound excitons which 

decay non-radiatively through suface and interface traps.  BS 600 

is also attributed to exciton recombination but it could be either 

radiative or non-radiative recombination.  BS infinite is for the y-

offset, this is the component of the initial TA spectrum that does 

not decay in the 2 ns time window. 
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 Plots of dA vs. time for particular probe wavelengths are one of the easiest 

ways to compare the TA data for different samples.  All three samples studied exhibit 

a spectral feature at 540 nm which is dominant at lower pump power.  Figure 6 is a 

plot of 540 nm decay traces taken at the lowest (top) and highest (bottom) pump 

power for all three samples. Note that the initial dA for each trace in figure 6 has been 

normalized to -1.  These single wavelength traces show that at 540 nm, the transient 

bleach recovery of the aC sample is dominated by the 7 ps component, indicated by 

its relative amplitude, as compared to the aCS and aCSS samples. The aCS sample 

has slightly more 7 ps amplitude than the aCSS sample at low power but this 

difference becomes particularly apparent at higher pump power.   
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Figure 3.6: Single wavelength traces of the transient bleach 

recovery for aC, aCS and aCSS at two pump powers. 

540 nm bleach recovery traces for aC, aCS and aCSS at the low 

(top) and high (bottom) pump power. The trend shows that the aC 

bleach decays the fastest, then aCS then aCSS.  This same trend is 

consistent at higher pump powers and helps describe the high QY 

of the aCSS sample. 
 

3.3.4 Exciton Dynamics via Time-resolved PL Spectroscopy 
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 TRPL decay traces were measured for each of the samples at 10 nm intervals 

spanning the width of the PL emission peak.  The normalized decay traces were very 

similar for all three samples studied, as shown by the 540 nm TRPL decay traces in 

Figure 7.   

 

Figure 3.7: Time resolved PL decay traces of aC, aCS, and aCSS 

QDs. 

TRPL decay traces taken at an emission wavelength of 540 nm, 

near the maximum of the PL peak for aC, aCS and aCSS QDs. 
 

SVD-global fitting was used for each sample to the find the best lifetimes that 

can fit the decay traces at every wavelength.  The TRPL of each sample could be fit 

with a double exponential function (equation 2) with two lifetimes of about 1.1±0.2 

ns and 9±1.1 ns.  Instead of plotting the b-spectra to show how each lifetime 
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contributed to the initial intensity for each decay trace, we have integrated each 

component of the double exponential decay at each wavelength to determine the 

overall photon flux, , from each component of the decay, Equation 3.     

       (3) 

The   from each of the two lifetimes was plotted for each of the twelve single 

wavelength decay traces and reported in Figure 7.  Each  spectral feature was 

subsequently fit with a Gaussian function in Figure 7.  The sum of the two  

Gaussian fits was also reported and compared to the steady state PL spectrum which 

was normalized to have the same maximum.  There is good agreement between the 

sum of the  fits and the steady state PL spectrum indicating that the steady state PL 

can be accurately reconstructed using global fitting of the TRPL data.  The area under 

plots of  are proportional to the contribution of each decay lifetime to the steady 

state PL spectrum, on average for the three samples the 1.1 ns component contributes 

7% of the PL while the 9 ns component contributes 93% of the decay.  TRPL 

lifetimes and their relative contributions to the overall steady state PL are shown in 

Table 1 for each sample. 
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Figure 3.8: Time resolved PL global fitting results. 

Global fitting results for the aC, aCS and aCSS QD TRPL data.  

The PL decay at each wavelength was separated into the two 

lifetime components and each one was integrated to get the photon 

flux from that component.  The integrated PL from the two 
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components are plotted vs. wavelength and fit to Gaussian 

functions.  The sum of the two Gaussians is compared to the 

normalized steady state PL spectrum. 

 

3.4 Discussion  

3.4.1 Structure and PL of the aCSS QDs  

 The synthesis of the aC QDs resulted in particles that are 5.9 ± 0.8 nm in 

diameter and emit at 540 nm.  Based on the empirical equation developed by Yu et 

al.,
35

 a CdSe QD with a diameter of 5.91 nm would emit at 624 nm while a CdSe QD 

would have to be about 2.9 nm in diameter to emit at 540 nm.  It is clear from the size 

and emission wavelength that the aC QDs are not purely CdSe and they cannot be 

pure ZnSe which has a bulk band gap of 2.69 eV that corresponds to 460 nm 

emission.  Besides alloying, another possible explanation for the emission and size 

discrepancy would be a core shell structure composed of a small CdSe core (less than 

3 nm) and a thick ZnSe shell.  This is unlikely because injection of additional ZnSe 

precursors after the growth of aC QDs resulted in a dramatic increase in the PL QY 

(9.6% → 42%) with no significant change to the emission spectrum.  If a ZnSe shell 

was already present prior to the intentional ZnSe shell growth then the additional 

shell would not have such a dramatic effect on the PL QY.  PL QY was improved 

further, to 62%, after the addition of ZnS precursors and again the emission 

wavelength did not shift significantly from aC to aCS and finally to aCSS.  

Additional evidence for the presence of an insulating shell on the aCSS QDs is that 

they were able to retain their PL after being precipitated and redispersed several times 
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whereas the aC QDs were very sensitive to the washing procedure, often losing their 

PL over time.  The size increase observed from TEM cannot be used to make any 

conclusions about the presence of shells because the increase in diameter after shell 

growth is less than the uncertainty in the diameter.  The small increase in the average 

diameter of the QDs after shell growth suggests that the ZnSe and ZnS shells are most 

likely incomplete.  Histograms showing the size distribution for aC, aCS and aCSS 

QD samples can be seen in supporting information.  

3.4.2. Exciton Dynamics and Origin of Enhanced PL in aCSS 

 TRPL and TA spectroscopy measurements were carried out on all three 

samples to determine the effect of the shells on the exciton dynamics and gain insight 

into the origin of the significantly enhanced PL in the aCSS sample.  In our previous 

work, CdSe QDs were compared to core/shell/shell CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS (CSS) QDs using 

TRPL which showed that the CdSe QDs had an extra fast component of the PL decay 

due to non-radiative recombination that was eliminated in the CSS sample.
19

  

Eliminating this recombination pathway was our explanation for the improved QY for 

the CSS sample.  It was very surprising to see that in the cases of aC, aCS and aCSS 

QDs, there was no significant difference in the TRPL between the three samples in 

spite of their significantly different quantum yields.  All three samples show similar 

double exponential decays with lifetimes of about 1 ns and 9 ns.  In all cases the 

majority of the PL is emitted via the slow (9 ns) component of the decay.  The lower 

PL QY for the aC QDs relative to aCS and aCSS implies that there is higher 
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probability for non-radiative recombination at the surface of aC and since an 

additional decay pathway was not observed in the TRPL, it likely occurs on a shorter 

timescale.   

TA spectroscopy was used to probe the exciton dynamics on the ps timescale.  

We attribute the fastest (7 ps) component of the decay of the free electron and hole to 

bound electron-hole transition.  Upon absorbing 480 nm light, electron-hole pairs are 

generated with energy well outside the band edges of the QDs and as the carriers cool 

and reach the bandedges they form bound electron-hole pairs, or excitons.  The size 

dependent exciton binding energy of CdSe has been reported to be between 250 and 

350 meV in our size range.
36

  Taking the 7 ps B-spectrum dA minimum as the free 

electron spectrum and the medium length time constant dA minimum as the bound 

exciton, we calculate the exiton binding energy in the three systems to be 305±10 

meV.    The medium lifetime component varies the most between samples: 55 ps for 

aC to 80 ps for aCS and aCSS.  This component is attributed to non-radiative 

recombination through surface trap state or in the case of the aCS and aCSS, through 

lattice dislocations at the core/shell interface.  The 700 ps and > 2 ns (infinite) time 

constants used to describe the remaining TA signal is attributed to the excitons which 

recombine, mostly radiatively, on the nanosecond timescale.  Carrier trapping is not 

observed in the TA signal as there is no dA absorption minimum shift in the B-

spectrum from the medium to long to > 2 ns decay features.  From the single 

wavelength traces presented in Figure 6, it is clear that the TA signal for aC QDs has 

a much larger fast component amplitude than the aCS or aCSS samples.  This 
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observation is consistent with the aC samples having the lowest QY of the three 

samples studied, the majority of the aC recombination occurs non-radiatively.   

 

Figure 3.9: Diagram of band positions and recombination 

pathways in aCSS QDs. 

Schematic showing the band structure of an aCSS QD and 

lifetimes for various excitonic processes after absorption of a 

photon (purple arrow) with energy greater than the bandgap.  The 

band edges are curved in the core to represent the gradient alloy 

structure where the center of the core is cadmium rich. Following 

absorption of a photon, carrier cooling occurs with an 8 ps lifetime.  

The exciton can then either undergo non-radiative recombination 
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through surface related state (55 ps – 80 ps lifetime) or remain in 

the alloy core and recombine through the either a 600 ps – 1 ns, 

non-radiative pathway or the 9 ns radiative process.  Once excitons 

have relaxed to the bandedge in the core nanocrystal the graded 

alloy structure prevents excitons from reaching surface or interface 

traps.  This diagram represents an ideal case of two complete shells 

of pure ZnSe and ZnS, in reality some of the QDs may have 

incomplete shells and the shells may also be an alloy of ZnSe and 

ZnS (ZnSeS). 
 

Figure 9 contains a model showing the band positions of the three materials in the 

aCSS QDs.  The curved valence and conduction band edges for the aC have been 

suggested previously
14-15

 and provide a possible explanation for the unique optical 

properties of the aC, aCS and aCSS samples.  The alloying process employed to 

produce the aC QDs results in a gradient structure that is cadmium rich center and 

zinc rich near the surface.  The cadmium rich center, with its small bandgap, funnels 

excitons away from the surface of the QD.  When an electron-hole pair is initially 

formed, the electron and hole have enough energy to access the surface of the 

nanocrystal and undergo trap-state mediated, non-radiative recombination.  On the 

picoseconds timescale, the aC QDs have much faster exciton recombination than the 

aCS and aCSS QDs because the uncapped surface provides additional recombination 

pathways.  The 540 nm TA decay traces in Figure 6 shows that after 1 ns the aC 

bleach has decayed to 1% of its original amplitude while the aCS has 14 %, and the 

aCSS 18 % of the original bleach signal remaining.  On the ns time scale there is no 

significant difference in the dynamics because by that time all excitons have been 

funneled into the center of the aC where they no longer interact with surface traps. 
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3.5 Conclusions  

 We have demonstrated the synthesis of aCSS Cd1-xZnxSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs via a 

simple one pot approach.  The resulting QDs are monodisperse, soluble in organic 

solvents and resistant to PL quenching during the washing procedure.  PL 

measurements showed that the aC, aCS and aCSS QDs have similar PL spectra with a 

peak centered at 540 nm.  The PL QY was 9.6% for aC, 42% for aCS and 63% for 

aCSS, which is very high for QDs emitting green light.  TA spectroscopy showed that 

charge carriers recombine primarily through fast ps time scale non-radiative 

recombination in the aC sample compared to the aCS and especially to the aCSS 

sample.  The faster recombination rate is attributed to non-radiative recombination of 

free electron carriers at surface trap states that also decreases the PL QY.  

Interestingly, while the ps dynamics differ after adding shells to the aC QDs, the ns 

lifetime measured by TRPL is almost identical for the three samples.  Herein, the 

surface trap state mediated non-radiative recombination observed in the alloyed QD 

sample was measured by TA spectroscopy to be in the 55 ps time scale and 

minimization of this component in the aCSS decay is correlated with enhanced PL 

QY. 
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Chapter 4: Ultrafast Charge Transfer Dynamics in Polycrystalline CdSe/TiO2 

Nanorods Prepared by Oblique Angle Co-Deposition 

Abstract 

Ultrafast exciton dynamics of aligned polycrystalline nanorod arrays 

composed of CdSe or CdSe/TiO2 grown on conductive glass substrates using oblique 

angle deposition/co-deposition have been studied using femtosecond transient 

absorption (TA) spectroscopy.  Scanning electron microscopy images show that the 

morphology of the two samples are comparable in height, width and tilt angle.  X-ray 

diffraction and Raman spectroscopy indicate that the as-deposited CdSe nanorod 

arrays are in the hexagonal phase while the TiO2 is amorphous.  In the TA studies, a 

pump wavelength of 580 nm was used to determine the exciton lifetimes of CdSe in 

the two samples.  Transient bleach dynamics probed at 695 nm can be fit with triple 

exponential functions with lifetimes of 7 ps, 84 ps and ~1.0 ns for CdSe nanorods 

versus 0.5 ps, 3 ps, and 24 ps for the CdSe/TiO2 composite-nanorods.  These lifetimes 

are independent of the pump power, indicating that non-linear processes are not 

involved.  For CdSe nanorods, the two fast decays are mainly due to non-radiative 

electron-hole recombination or exciton relaxation mediated by trap states.  The 

overall much faster decay in CdSe/TiO2 nanorods is due to electron transfer from the 

conduction band of CdSe to the conduction band of TiO2.  The electron injection rate 

from CdSe into TiO2 was calculated to be 1.7×10
11

 s
-1

 based on the average lifetime 

measured for CdSe with and without TiO2.  This very high rate of electron injection is 

attributed to the large interfacial area and strong coupling between the two materials 
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in CdSe/TiO2 composite-nanorods.  Such strongly coupled semiconductor-metal 

oxide heterostructures are desired for applications in solar energy conversion. 

4.1 Introduction  

The demand for sources of cleaner energy have increased in recent years due 

to increasing fuel costs and concerns about the environmental impact of traditional 

fuels
1
.  Solar energy is abundant, available almost anywhere and can be used where it 

is harvested without releasing any atmospheric pollutants.  Silicon based solar cells 

have dominated the solar cell market but their high cost has prevented their 

widespread use, prompting the investigation of inexpensive replacement materials
2
.  

Also, the intrinsic bandgap of silicon limits the efficiency of the cells because they 

can only absorb a small region of the solar spectrum
3
. Because of this, nanomaterials 

have attracted substantial attention as potential building blocks for the next generation 

of solar devices
4
.  Nanoparticles composed of metal oxides such as ZnO

5-6
, TiO2

7-9
 

and WO3
10-11

 have shown promise in solar applications such as photoelectrochemical 

water splitting
12

 and dye sensitized solar cells
13

.  Quantum dots (QDs) have proven to 

be effective absorbers of solar light when combined with metal oxide films
14-19

 

because the QD bandgap can be tuned to absorb a broad range of wavelengths.  

However, the efficiency is still lower than traditional silicon solar cells
20

 and it is 

necessary to better understand the fundamental properties of these heterostructures in 

order to design more efficient solar conversion architectures.   
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Semiconductors used in photovoltaic (PV) devices can only absorb photons 

with energy equal to or greater than the bandgap energy of the semiconductor
21

, thus 

it is advantageous to use a semiconductor with a small bandgap. However, upon 

absorption of a high energy photon, small bandgap semiconductors do not produce as 

much potential as a wider bandgap semiconductor due to the low energy difference 

between the electron and hole.  In order to make use of the benefits of both large and 

small bandgap semiconductors, recent research has focused on combining different 

materials in order to absorb the maximum range of wavelengths while using each 

photon to its full potential
1, 17

.  

 Several recent studies have demonstrated the efficacy of combining large and 

small bandgap semiconductors including the approach coined the “rainbow solar cell” 

where layers of quantum dots (QDs) of decreasing bandgap energy are employed to 

absorb the entire visible spectrum
22-23

.  Quantum dots are ideal for this application 

because their bandgap energy is size-dependent due to the quantum confinement 

effect
24

.  QDs made of materials such as CdS, CdSe and CdTe absorb strongly in the 

visible region
25

 and can inject photo-excited electrons into wider bandgap materials 

such as TiO2.  However, the efficiency of this charge injection is often low because 

there are major competitive pathways leading to undesired loss of the photogenerated 

electron.  Other possible fates of electrons excited in a QD attached to a metal oxide 

include electron trapping
26

 and subsequent recombination, radiative recombination or 

non-radiative recombination
27

. 
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Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy has provided many insights into 

the charge transfer processes for QD-metal oxide composite materials.  Ultrafast 

dynamics of TiO2 were studied by the Bowman group
28-30

 during the mid nineties and 

several groups have studied the dynamics of different colloidal QD solutions
25, 31-35

.  

Early studies of electron injection from a QD into TiO2 used colloidal samples of two 

types of nanoparticles connected via a bifunctional linker
36-38

, and in this 

configuration each QD is in contact with a TiO2 particle so the lifetime of the excited 

QD is decreased by the presence of TiO2.  More recently, TA spectroscopy has been 

used to study QDs attached to a TiO2 film.  Jin et al. have shown that the exciton 

lifetime of core/shell CdSe/ZnS QDs adsorbed on glass slides is much longer than the 

lifetime of the CdSe/ZnS QDs adsorbed on a TiO2 film
39

.  Robel et al. have shown 

that the electron injection rate is dependent on the method of attaching CdSe QDs to 

the TiO2 surface
40

 as well as the size of the QDs
41

.  The lab of Gomez compared 

injection from CdSe QDs grown on TiO2 using a successive ionic layer adsorption 

and reaction (SILAR) technique as well as showing a direct correlation between the 

electron injection rate and the performance of the photoanode in a solar cell
14, 42

.  The 

results of Gomez showed that faster electron injection results in more efficient 

photocurrent generation. However, in most above mentioned studies, the QDs are 

fabricated using wet chemistry methods. To attach QDs onto the oxide surface, 

different surface capping ligands or molecular linkers were used.  Such a surface 

modification generates additional barriers for electron injection from QDs to oxide.  

In addition, for most QDs-oxide structures, the QDs were only immobilized on the 
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surface of the oxide, and the QD-oxide interface was limited by the contact area, 

which also limited the physical path for electron injection.  Therefore, in order to 

improve the electron injection efficiency one needs to create non-chemically 

passivated QDs directly on top or inside the oxide, with higher QD-oxide interfacial 

areas.  Physical vapor deposition is one fabrication method which can realize these 

requirements for efficient electron transfer in QDs-oxide structures.  In particular, the 

oblique angle co-deposition (OACD) technique
43-45

, which combines the 

simultaneous vacuum evaporation of two different source materials with the 

geometric shadowing effect, produces thin films of well-aligned nanorod arrays 

which are ideal for investigating the charge transfer between CdSe and TiO2 because 

the two materials are homogenously mixed throughout each nanorod, creating a 

material wherein a considerable fraction of the CdSe surface is in direct contact with 

TiO2.  Nanorod arrays have received considerable attention as a solar material due to 

their high surface area, increased absorption and improved charge transport compared 

to planar photoelectrodes
46-48

.  

 

 In this study, we investigate the charge transfer processes of composite 

CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays prepared by OACD using ultrafast TA spectroscopy.  TA 

spectroscopy showed that the CdSe exciton lifetime was much shorter for the 

CdSe/TiO2 composite nanorod arrays than for CdSe alone.   The electron transfer rate 

obtained from the CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays is faster than those reported previously 
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for CdSe/TiO2 films prepared using other synthesis methods.  Thus, the OACD 

method is ideal for maximizing the interaction between two materials in a solid state 

film.   

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Film Deposition 

CdSe/TiO2 composite nanorod arrays were deposited via electron beam 

codeposition using a custom-built, two source vacuum deposition system (Pascal 

Technology).  The source materials used were TiO2 (99.9%, Kurt J. Lesker) and CdSe 

(99.995%, Alfa Aesar).  No other gases were present in the chamber during 

depositions.  Prior to material evaporation, the chamber was evacuated to a pressure 

of 1×10
−6 

torr, and the background pressure during the deposition was less than 5×10
-

6 
torr.  Indium doped tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides (Delta Technologies, 

Limited) were used as substrates, and the substrate normal was positioned at an angle 

of 86  from the vapor incident direction.  This is known as oblique angle deposition 

(OAD). During the deposition, aligned nanorods are formed due to the self-

organizing behavior of the geometric shadowing effect.  The ratio of CdSe/TiO2 was 

controlled by their relative growth rates which were monitored by two separate quartz 

crystal microbalances (QCMs), where each QCM only faces the corresponding vapor 

flux direction.  For the 100% CdSe film, the CdSe deposition rate was set at 0.4 nm/s.  

For the 44% CdSe 56% TiO2 film (at.%) the CdSe deposition rate was set at 0.44 

nm/s, and the TiO2 rate was set at 0.3 nm/s.  Material was deposited until the sum of 
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the combined thickness of TiO2 and CdSe as determined by each QCM was equal to 

1.5 μm.   

4.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

SEM images were taken using a FEI Quanta 3D FEG dual beam microscope at 10 kV 

accelerating voltage and tilt angles of 65 and 55 degrees.   

4.2.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray diffraction data were collected on a PANalytical X’Pert PRO using a Cu-Kα 

radiation source (λ = 1.5418 Å). 

4.2.4 Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectra were acquired using a Bruker SENTERRA confocal Raman 

microscope system using an excitation wavelength of 532 nm at 10mW, which was 

focused through a 50× objective, and the resulting scattered spectra was collected 

over 60 seconds. 

4.2.5 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

All time resolved absorbance measurements were taken using a previously 

described laser system
49

.  In this study, a pump wavelength of 580 nm was chosen to 

excite only the CdSe in the sample, every other pump pulse was eliminated using an 

optical chopper.  The sample was probed with a white light continuum that is stable 

from 430 to 800 nm.  The probe pulse travels down a motor-controlled delay stage 
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with a 1 m resolution that controls the time at which the probe pulse reaches the 

sample.  The probe pulses are allowed to arrive at the sample at 100 fs intervals from 

-2 ps before the pump pulse to 990 ps after the pump pulse.  The transmittance of the 

first probe pulse is recorded as the “pumped” state.  A second probe pulse passes 

through the sample 1.33 ms after the previous probe pulse to measure the 

transmittance of the sample in the “unpumped” state.  The transmitted light from 

4000 probe and pump pulses is recorded for each delay time and converted into a 

differential absorbance between the pumped and unpumped spectra.  Samples of 

100% CdSe and 44% CdSe 56% TiO2 were each studied using different pump powers 

ranging from 33 W/cm
2
 to 3.4 mW/cm

2
. 

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy Measurements 

 Analysis of SEM images of the as prepared films showed that the average 

length of the nanorods was 1.11 and 1.07 μm for 100% CdSe and 44% CdSe / 56% 

TiO2 films, respectively.  The overall film thicknesses were 0.70 and 0.45 μm and the 

tilt angles were 55 and 66 degrees from vertical.  SEM images of 100% CdSe and 

44% CdSe / 56% TiO2 films are shown in Figure 1 below.  
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Figure 4.1: SEM images of nanorod films. 

SEM images showing the morphology of the CdSe and CdSe/TiO2 

nanorod films. Top left is a cross section of the CdSe film, top 

right is a cross section of the CdSe/TiO2 film, bottom left is a top 

view of the CdSe film at a tilt angle of 65 degrees and bottom right 

is the same CdSe film at a tilt angle of 55 degrees.   

 

4.3.2 X-ray Diffraction Results 

XRD was used to confirm the presence of CdSe in the nanorod arrays and to 

determine the crystal structure.  Deposition of TiO2 using OAD has been reported 

previously
50-52

 so there was little doubt about the presence of TiO2 in the films.  XRD 

for both CdSe and CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays are presented in Figure 2.  The 100% 
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CdSe OAD XRD spectrum showed peaks corresponding to crystal planes of 

hexagonal CdSe
53-54

.  The peaks at 2θ = 25°, 41°, 49° overlap with the reflections of 

the (111), (220), (311) crystal planes of cubic CdSe; however, the relative intensities 

of these reflections do not indicate contributions from this phase in the OAD CdSe 

nanorod array spectrum.  In the spectrum of the 100% CdSe OAD film the (101) 

reflection is significantly more intense than the (002) and (100) reflections, which 

indicates that the polycrystalline nanorods exhibit preferential crystal growth with the 

c-axis aligned with the long axis of the nanorod.  No sharp peaks are observed for the 

as-deposited 44% CdSe 56% TiO2, indicating that the as-deposited CdSe in the 

composite structures is either amorphous or has crystalline domains which are beyond 

the detection limit of the XRD.  The two extremely broad peaks in the spectrum 

suggest small domain size as the likely explanation.    
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Figure 4.2: XRD patterns of nanorod arrays. 

XRD patterns of CdSe nanorod and CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays. 

CdSe shows the characteristic peaks of hexagonal phase of CdSe.  

Each peak is labeled with the corresponding crystal plane from 

hexagonal CdSe.  The CdSe/TiO2 pattern does not show any peaks 

for anatase TiO2 because the samples have not been annealed. 
 

4.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy Measurements 

The Raman spectra obtained for the two samples are presented in Figure 3.  

The pure CdSe Raman spectrum contains a peak at 207 cm
-1

.  The peak at 207 cm
-1

 is 

attributed to a longitudinal optical phonon in CdSe
55-56

.  The CdSe/TiO2 film shows a 

broad peak near 200 cm
-1

 due to CdSe as well as an additional peak near 150 cm
-1

.  
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The origin of the 150 cm
-1

 peak is unclear.  However, trigonal Se is known to have an 

E mode phonon at 144 cm
-1

;
 57

 thus, Se could be the origin of the peak.  

 

Figure 4.3: Raman spectrum of nanorod films. 

Raman spectra of CdSe and CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays with 

vertical markers indicating the assignment for each of the Raman 

peaks. The peak near 150 cm
-1

 in the CdSe/TiO2 spectrum is likely 

due to elemental selenium. 

4.3.4 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy Studies 

Three dimensional plots of the transient absorption measurements following 

0.33 W/cm
2 

(ND 2.0) 580 nm pump pulse are shown in Figure 4.  Following a pulse-

width limited decay (160 fs), exponential recoveries of 7, 84, and 1000 ps were 
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monitored for the CdSe nanorods and 0.5, 3, and 24 ps for the CdSe/TiO2 nanorods.  

For the CdSe the first and second exciton transitions appear as two large troughs 

separated by a transient absorption feature which appears red in figure 4. The 

CdSe/TiO2 sample also shows negative troughs for the two exciton transitions but 

they decay to zero quickly. However, the long narrow trough in this plot is due to 

scattered pump light and should be ignored.   For qualitative comparison, it is useful 

compare the decay of the difference spectra over time.   
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Figure 4.4: Three dimensional plots of dA vs. delay time and 

wavelength. 

3D plots of differential absorption (dA) as a function of both probe 

wavelength and delay time between pump and probe laser pulses 

for CdSe (a) and CdSe/TiO2 (b) nanorod arrays.  Note that for the 

two plots the scale of the axis has been adjusted to better highlight 
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the particular features of each contour plot.  These plots show a 

much faster bleach recovery for the sample containing TiO2.  
 

The transient decay profiles are presented in Figure 5 for CdSe and 44% CdSe 

56% TiO2 nanorod arrays utilizing a pump power of 0.33 W/cm
2
.  The most obvious 

features of the 100% CdSe sample is the sharp peak at 580 nm due to scattering of the 

pump pulse and the broad negative feature extending from 650 nm to 750 nm.  There 

is also a small negative peak at 570 nm and two positive features at 525 and 650 nm. 

The spectral decay of the CdSe/TiO2 sample is much faster than that of CdSe alone 

and shows mostly negative delta absorption with broad peaks centered near 560 and 

680 nm.  
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Figure 4.5: Differental absorption spectra at various delay times for 

CdSe and CdSe/TiO2 nanorod films. 

Transient absorption spectra following 580 nm excitation for OAD 

CdSe nanorod array (top) and OACD CdSe/TiO2 nanorod array 

(bottom). The legend in each figure shows the delay time of each 

spectrum. 
 

 The two samples had very distinct responses when the pump power was 

increased.  With increasing pump power, the CdSe nanorod film showed a broadening 

of the bleach features and at high power the transient absorption features at 525 and 

650 nm cannot be observed due to the broadening of the bleach features.  In spite of 

these changes to the TA spectrum with increased power, the bleach decay dynamics 

remain the same if care is taken to focus on the band edge transition rather than 

higher energy transitions.  In the region just red shifted of the bleach maximum, 

specifically 695 nm, the dynamics of CdSe show no dependence on pump powers as 

shown in Figure 6.  Comparing the normalized 695 nm decays at different pump 

powers it can be seen that the decay dynamics do not depend on pump power. 

 The 695 nm decay traces for CdSe/TiO2 appear to have a strong power 

dependence, but close inspection reveals that the bleach dynamics (lifetimes) are 

pump-independent. At the lowest pump power (ND 2.0, 0.33 W/cm
2
) at which we 

were able to detect the transient bleach for the 44% CdSe nanorod film, there is a 

clear CdSe bleach feature with resolved first and second exciton features which decay 

to zero dA quickly.  At higher pump power, the two excitons cannot be resolved in 

the bleach spectrum, and instead a broad bleach feature is observed.  Over time, this 

bleach feature decays away and a broad transient absorption feature spanning the 
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entire visible spectrum appears which does not fully decay within our system’s 1 ns 

delay time.  Further increasing the pump power causes the transient absorption signal 

to dominate the dynamics and the bleach decays much faster.  For the two lowest 

powers studied, the bleach dynamics are very similar but the higher power dynamics 

includes a positive feature.  In order to compare the bleach dynamics at the two 

lowest powers the lowest power decay trace labeled 44% CdSe ND 2.0 in Figure 6 

was fit with a double exponential function while the second lowest power (44% CdSe 

ND 1.5) was fit with a triple exponential to account for the additional positive dA 

feature of the decay.  The results of the fitting showed that the ND 2.0 decay has pre-

exponential factors of -7.1 and -3.8 corresponding to lifetimes of 1.5 and 15 ps. The 

ND 1.5 decay function has pre-exponential factors of -8.4 and -3.0 corresponding to 

lifetimes of 1.9 and 21 ps with a third positive component that could not be accurately 

fit because the lifetime was much longer than the delay stage accommodates.  The 

similar lifetimes for the fast (1.5 and 1.9 ps) and slow components (15 and 21 ps) 

show that the bleach dynamics changes very little with increasing pump power.   
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Figure 4.6: 695 nm transient bleach pump power dependence. 

Normalized transient decay profiles monitored with 695 nm probe 

at different pump powers for CdSe and CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays. 

The legend shows the neutral density (ND) of the filter used to 

attenuate the pump beam (higher ND results in lower pump 

power).  The apparent power dependence for the CdSe/TiO2 

sample is due to a non-linear transient absorption component that 

can only be seen at high pump power. 
 

In order to quantitatively compare the recombination rates of the CdSe and 

CdSe/TiO2 films, the low pump power decay trace of both films at 695 nm were fit 

with exponential decays and are presented in Figure 7.  A probe wavelength of 695 

nm was chosen because it is on the red side of the first exciton peak maximum.  In 

Figure 5 it is apparent that as the first exciton bleach for 100% CdSe decays it also 
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narrows with dramatically decreasing signal near 675 nm, avoiding this region 

prevents a contribution to the decay from state filling. 

 

Figure 4.7: Comparison of 695 nm transient bleach recovery for 

CdSe and CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays. 

Transient bleach decay data probed at 695 nm with triple 

exponential fit functions for CdSe and 44% CdSe/ 56% TiO2 

nanorod arrays at the lowest pump power (ND 2.0, 0.33 W/cm
2
). 

Note the higher signal and slower decay for the CdSe nanorod 

arrays. 
 

Figure 7 shows the experimental data as well as fit functions for the two films 

studied at the lowest pump power (ND 2.0, 0.33 W/cm
2
).  Decay traces for the CdSe 

and CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays show the bleach of the 44% CdSe sample recovering 
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within about 50 ps whereas the 100% CdSe sample has only decayed by about 80% 

after 400 ps. The fitting parameters are shown below in Table 1. 

Sample Amplitude 

1 

τ1 Amplitude 

2 

τ2 Amplitude 

3 

τ3 τaverage 

CdSe -18 7.3 ps -14 84 ps -11 1 ns 290 ps 

CdSe 

/TiO2 

-4.3 0.5 ps -5.7 3.1 ps -2.4 24 

ps 

5.8 ps 

Table 4.1: Exponential fitting results for 695 nm bleach recovery. 

The transient bleach decay dynamics for CdSe were dramatically changed by 

the presence of TiO2.  If we are to assume that the only additional path for charge 

recombination is due to the presence of TiO2, we can assume that the overall lifetimes 

of the two samples are related to the electron transfer rate according to equation 1 

where kET is the electron transfer rate and τCdSe+TiO2 and 1/τCdSe are the weighted 

average lifetimes of the 44% CdSe, 56% TiO2 and 100% CdSe films, respectively.  

   kET = 1/τCdSe+TiO2 -1/τCdSe   (Eq. 1) 

From this equation, the rate of electron transfer from CdSe into TiO2 was calculated 

to be 1.7×10
11

 s
-1

 using weighted average lifetimes of 5.8 ps (44% CdSe) and 290 ps 

(100% CdSe). 

4.4 Discussion 
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 SEM analysis shows that the 100% CdSe nanorod arrays prepared using OAD 

are morphologically comparable to the CdSe/TiO2 nanorod arrays prepared using 

OACD.  The two samples have similar tilt angles and the main difference in their 

morphology is that the overall film thickness is greater for the CdSe film.  The 

difference in the transient absorption dynamics of the two samples is not likely to be 

greatly influenced by the difference in film thickness.  The greater overall signal seen 

for CdSe alone may be in part due to the greater film thickness. 

 Analysis of the crystal structure of the nanorod arrays was done using two 

complementary techniques: XRD and Raman spectroscopy.  XRD peaks 

characteristic of hexagonal CdSe were observed in the CdSe film but not in the 44% 

CdSe/ 56% TiO2 film, which could be due to either the increased amorphous 

character or smaller crystal domains of CdSe in the OACD films.  The Raman 

spectrum of the CdSe/TiO2 film showed the characteristic peaks of CdSe as well as a 

peak at 150 cm
-1

 that has not been reported for either CdSe or TiO2.  This peak, which 

may be due to elemental Se, is evidence for the presence of some species other than 

what was deposited.  Neither Raman nor XRD showed evidence of characteristic 

peaks of TiO2 because the samples were not annealed prior to any of the experiments. 

This result is not surprising.  Previous reports of OAD nanorods have shown that as-

deposited TiO2 nanorods do not show any XRD patterns but after annealing at 300 
o
C 

they exhibit characteristic anatase TiO2 peaks
51

.   
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The OACD CdSe/TiO2 films present a unique challenge when it comes to 

annealing the samples. CdSe/TiO2 heterostructures are typically prepared by first 

annealing a film of TiO2 and then adding premade CdSe particles or by growing CdSe 

onto the surface of the annealed TiO2.  High crystallinity is desired of the metal oxide 

to improve charge transport and treatment with temperatures in excess of 400 
o
C. 

CdSe, on the other hand, can be formed in a highly crystalline state without annealing 

at high temperatures as can be seen from the Raman and XRD results from these as-

deposited films. Annealing the as prepared CdSe nanorod arrays at 400 
o
C melts

58
 the 

nanostructures and increases the likelihood of producing CdO or SeO2.  This melting 

of CdSe was observed when the samples were annealed and thus we decided to 

perform the spectroscopic measurements on as-deposited films.  

 The TA spectra obtained for both samples following 580 nm excitation are 

similar to those reported in previous studies of CdSe QDs
36,40

.  The two negative 

peaks that are present in each sample are due to the bleaching of the first and second 

exciton peaks of CdSe.  The band diagram in Figure 8 summarizes the processes 

occurring in the samples.  The 580 nm pump pulse excites ground state electrons 

from the valence band edge to the conduction band, decreasing the population of 

electrons available to undergo the transition.  This depopulation results in the bleach 

features observed which recover much faster in the presence of TiO2.  Also the 

overall signal intensity is much less for the CdSe/TiO2 film because the rods are 

slightly smaller, there is less CdSe per unit volume and the TiO2 quenches the signal.  

For the 100% CdSe film there are two regions of positive dA at short time delays 
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(500 to 550 nm and 600 to 650 nm) which are due to a relative increase in absorption 

of light in these wavelengths from the electrons excited to the conduction band which 

can then be excited to states above the conduction band resulting in a positive dA. 

 

Figure 4.8: Band diagram showing recombination pathways 

following excitation of CdSe. 

Band diagram showing the electron (e
-
) injection from the 

conduction band (CB) of CdSe into the conduction band of TiO2 

occurring with a rate, k, of 1.7 ×10
11

. The electronic energy levels 

of CdSe are ideally positioned for facile charge transfer from the 

conduction band of CdSe into the conduction band (CB) of TiO2.  

The faster recovery of the CdSe bleach signal in the presence of 

TiO2 is due to the back transfer of the electron from the conduction 

band of TiO2 into the valence band (VB) of CdSe. 

 An interesting note regarding the TA spectra obtained for the CdSe nanorod 

arrays is that a steady state absorption spectrum could not be obtained based on the 

transmittance of the films because of the scattering effects of the aligned nanorod 
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arrays
51

.  The TA spectra also provide some indication of the bandgap of the nanorod 

arrays based on the excitonic bleach.  Previous reports of the first exciton bleach of 

CdSe QDs have shown that the bleach maximum matches closely with the first 

exciton peak in the steady state absorption spectrum
37, 41

.  Based on the observed 

transient bleach maximum of 695 nm, the particles which constitute the larger rods 

are weakly quantum confined, with a bandgap of 1.78 eV compared to 1.74 eV for 

bulk CdSe
59

.  According to the empirical equation from Yu et al.
59

 describing the size 

dependence of the first exciton absorption wavelength, the size of the individual CdSe 

crystal domains is approximately 13 nm for the OAD CdSe nanorod arrays.  The 

CdSe/TiO2 nanorod array prepared by OACD had a CdSe bleach maximum at 

approximately 680 nm corresponding to a size of about 11 nm. 

 Although the overall shape of the transient absorption spectrum is similar to 

that reported in the literature, the decay dynamics for CdSe nanorod arrays prepared 

by OAD differ from those reported previously using different synthesis methods
14, 31, 

42, 60
.  Colloidal CdSe QD solutions are usually described using a biexponential decay 

with a fast component around 3 to 5 ps and a slow component of about 80 to 300 ps
40-

41
.  The results obtained for the OAD CdSe films required three exponential decays to 

fit the data including a very slow component of approximately one nanosecond that 

was poorly resolved because the longest delay time possible with the laser system is 1 

ns.  One possible reason for the longer observed lifetime in these samples is that the 

QDs are in solid phase and are not passivated with any organic capping ligands.  

Efficient passivation of a QD surface has been shown to increase the rate of exciton 
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recombination by promoting exciton-exciton annihilation
61-62

. Exciton-exciton 

annihilation is a process where two excited electrons in the conduction band of a 

single quantum dot are replaced by a single exciton with an energy difference equal to 

the sum of the first two
63

.  This process happens on a very short timescale and occurs 

most efficiently when all surface traps on the QD are saturated which requires 

relatively high pump power.  Care was taken to not reach this pump power threshold 

so that nonlinear effects were not observed.  The fastest (7 ps) and medium (84 ps) 

components of the lifetime for the OAD CdSe nanorod arrays are attributed to 

electron-hole recombination or exciton relaxation mediated by shallow and deep trap 

states, respectively
25

.  The CdSe nanorod arrays had a surface which likely contained 

many trap states as indicated by the overall lack of fluorescence.  The additional 

slowest component observed for OAD CdSe nanorod films is likely due to charge 

carriers in deep trap states. Nanosecond decay dynamics have previously been 

observed for CdSe using fluorescence decay measurements
22, 38

. 

 Comparison of the recombination dynamics of CdSe nanorod array with the 

CdSe/TiO2 composite nanorod array (Figure 3) reveals a drastic difference in the rate 

of recombination.  Both decays can be fit with a triple exponential decay function but 

the lifetimes for CdSe (7.3 ps, 84 ps and ~1 ns) are much longer than those for 

CdSe/TiO2 (0.47, 3.1 and 24 ps).  Weighted average lifetimes were calculated for the 

two samples and from equation 1 the electron injection rate, kET, from CdSe into TiO2 

was calculated.  The resulting kET is the highest rate reported to the best of our 

knowledge. 
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 To understand why the injection rate presented here is anomalously high, we 

must consider how the OAD and OACD samples differ from previously reported 

CdSe/TiO2 systems.  The samples were deposited onto the substrates by evaporating 

solid CdSe and TiO2 using an electron beam.  The nanorods are formed due to the 

self-shadowing effect and are composed of many smaller particles of CdSe in the case 

of the OAD film and many smaller CdSe and TiO2 particles homogenously mixed in 

the case of the OACD films.  This homogenous mixing causes the CdSe/TiO2 

interface area to be much higher than in a layered system.  Additionally there are no 

organic ligands separating the CdSe and TiO2 crystal domains.  Pernik et al. showed 

that direct attachment of CdSe QDs on TiO2 promotes a higher kET compared to 

attachment using a linker molecule such as mercaptopropionic acid.  Dibbell and 

coworkers showed that for CdS/TiO2 linker attachment kET gets larger with 

decreasing length of the linker molecule
64

 because the electron must tunnel through a 

barrier.  Direct contact of CdSe with TiO2 and a large interfacial area in OACD 

nanorod arrays cause very fast electron injection into TiO2.  

4.5 Conclusions 

 Nanorod arrays composed of CdSe and CdSe/TiO2 were deposited on ITO 

substrates using OAD and OACD, respectively.  SEM analysis shows that the 

morphologies of the two samples were very similar with ~1μm nanorods aligned at 

~60 degrees.  XRD and Raman of the films showed peaks attributed to hexagonal 

CdSe, yet no peaks were obtained in either XRD or Raman that are attributed to TiO2 
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because the samples were not annealed so the TiO2 was mostly amorphous. Ultrafast 

TA spectroscopy shows that the CdSe particles making up the larger nanorods were 

approximately 13 nm in diameter for the CdSe sample and 11 nm for the CdSe/TiO2. 

The recovery of the CdSe bleach was fit with a triple exponential.  .  For CdSe 

nanorods, the two fast decays are mainly due to non-radiative electron-hole 

recombination or exciton relaxation mediated by both shallow and deep trap states.  

The overall much faster decay in CdSe/TiO2 nanorods is due to electron injection 

from the conduction band of CdSe to the conduction band of TiO2.  The calculated 

electron injection rate from CdSe to TiO2 was very high, 1.7×10
11

s
-1

.  The very fast 

injection is attributed to the high interfacial area and strong electronic coupling 

between the two materials, which is highly desired for applications such as solar 

energy conversion based on such composite heterostructures.   
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